
From: Clardy, Alex
To: Noble, Ben; Sawant, Kshama; Katie Wilson; John Burbank; Herbold, Lisa; Liebermann, Rebekah; Aldrich, Newell;

John Gibson; Eder, Dan; Michael Tamayo; Claire Tonry; clairetonry@gmail.com; Fibbs, Shino
Subject: RE: 2nd Meeting
Date: Thursday, May 04, 2017 4:32:09 PM
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Hello everyone,
 
Most everyone has gotten back to me. It looks like Tuesday afternoon will work for most folks, but to
accommodate schedule the meeting will start at 4:30pm.
 
Thank you,
 
Alex Clardy
Legislative Assistant
Seattle City Councilmember Lisa Herbold, District 1
206.386.1856
 
P. S. Please feel free to click on this link to sign up for weekly blog posts!

                        
 

From: Clardy, Alex 
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2017 2:50 PM
To: Noble, Ben <Ben.Noble@seattle.gov>; Sawant, Kshama <Kshama.Sawant@seattle.gov>; 'Katie
Wilson' <katie@transitriders.org>; 'John Burbank' <john@eoionline.org>; Herbold, Lisa
<Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov>; Liebermann, Rebekah <Rebekah.Liebermann@seattle.gov>; Aldrich,
Newell <Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>; 'John Gibson' <gibsoneconomics@comcast.net>; Eder, Dan
<Dan.Eder@seattle.gov>; 'Michael Tamayo' <mtamayo@washingtonea.org>; 'Claire Tonry'
<clairet@igc.org>; 'clairetonry@gmail.com' <clairetonry@gmail.com>
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This is a follow up meeting to the one on April 27 . I am proposing a couple of times for next week,
please let me know what works best for you. The meeting will be 45 minutes in length. I would like
to send out the final meeting time tomorrow afternoon.
 

Tuesday the 9th at 4pm

Friday the 12th at 9am
 
Thank you,
 
Alex Clardy
Legislative Assistant
Seattle City Councilmember Lisa Herbold, District 1
206.386.1856
 
P. S. Please feel free to click on this link to sign up for weekly blog posts!
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From: Michael Tamayo [WA]
To: gibsoneconomics@comcast.net; Clardy, Alex
Cc: Noble, Ben; Sawant, Kshama; Katie Wilson; Burbank, John; Herbold, Lisa; Liebermann, Rebekah; Aldrich, Newell;

Eder, Dan; Tonry, Claire; clairetonry@gmail.com
Subject: RE: 2nd Meeting
Date: Thursday, May 04, 2017 4:00:20 PM

I am not available on the 9th in the afternoon, but Friday works.  
 

Katie, John B., and John G. appear to be all be available on the 9th, so if that’s the majority the go

ahead with the 9th.
 
 
Michael S. Tamayo
SEA Vice President
206.283.8443 x115 (office)
206.552.3959 (cell)
 

From: gibsoneconomics@comcast.net [mailto:gibsoneconomics@comcast.net] 
Sent: Thursday, May 4, 2017 3:41 PM
To: Alex Clardy <Alex.Clardy@seattle.gov>
Cc: Ben Noble <Ben.Noble@seattle.gov>; Kshama Sawant <Kshama.Sawant@seattle.gov>; Katie
Wilson <katie@transitriders.org>; Burbank, John <john@eoionline.org>; Lisa Herbold
<Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov>; Rebekah Liebermann <Rebekah.Liebermann@seattle.gov>; Newell
Aldrich <Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>; Dan Eder <Dan.Eder@seattle.gov>; Michael Tamayo [WA]
<MTamayo@Washingtonea.org>; Tonry, Claire <clairet@igc.org>; clairetonry@gmail.com
Subject: Re: 2nd Meeting
 
I could attend either time.
 

From: "Alex Clardy" <Alex.Clardy@seattle.gov>
To: "Ben Noble" <Ben.Noble@seattle.gov>, "Kshama Sawant"
<Kshama.Sawant@seattle.gov>, "Katie Wilson" <katie@transitriders.org>, "John Burbank"
<john@eoionline.org>, "Lisa Herbold" <Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov>, "Rebekah Liebermann"
<Rebekah.Liebermann@seattle.gov>, "Newell Aldrich" <Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>,
"John Gibson" <gibsoneconomics@comcast.net>, "Dan Eder" <Dan.Eder@seattle.gov>,
"Michael Tamayo" <mtamayo@washingtonea.org>, "Claire Tonry" <clairet@igc.org>,
clairetonry@gmail.com
Sent: Thursday, May 4, 2017 2:50:20 PM
Subject: 2nd Meeting
 
Hello everyone,
 

This is a follow up meeting to the one on April 27th. I am proposing a couple of times for next week,
please let me know what works best for you. The meeting will be 45 minutes in length. I would like
to send out the final meeting time tomorrow afternoon.
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Tuesday the 9th at 4pm

Friday the 12th at 9am
 
Thank you,
 
Alex Clardy
Legislative Assistant
Seattle City Councilmember Lisa Herbold, District 1
206.386.1856
 
P. S. Please feel free to click on this link to sign up for weekly blog posts!
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From: John Burbank
To: Clardy, Alex; Noble, Ben; Sawant, Kshama; Katie Wilson; Herbold, Lisa; Liebermann, Rebekah; Aldrich, Newell;

John Gibson; Eder, Dan; Michael Tamayo; Claire Tonry; clairetonry@gmail.com
Subject: RE: 2nd Meeting
Date: Thursday, May 04, 2017 3:11:02 PM
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Yes to all.
 

From: Clardy, Alex [mailto:Alex.Clardy@seattle.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, May 4, 2017 2:50 PM
To: Noble, Ben <Ben.Noble@seattle.gov>; Sawant, Kshama <Kshama.Sawant@seattle.gov>; Katie
Wilson <katie@transitriders.org>; John Burbank <john@eoionline.org>; Herbold, Lisa
<Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov>; Liebermann, Rebekah <Rebekah.Liebermann@seattle.gov>; Aldrich,
Newell <Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>; John Gibson <gibsoneconomics@comcast.net>; Eder, Dan
<Dan.Eder@seattle.gov>; Michael Tamayo <mtamayo@washingtonea.org>; Claire Tonry
<clairet@igc.org>; clairetonry@gmail.com
Subject: 2nd Meeting
 
Hello everyone,
 

This is a follow up meeting to the one on April 27th. I am proposing a couple of times for next week,
please let me know what works best for you. The meeting will be 45 minutes in length. I would like
to send out the final meeting time tomorrow afternoon.
 

Tuesday the 9th at 4pm

Friday the 12th at 9am
 
Thank you,
 
Alex Clardy
Legislative Assistant
Seattle City Councilmember Lisa Herbold, District 1
206.386.1856
 
P. S. Please feel free to click on this link to sign up for weekly blog posts!
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From: Herbold, Lisa
To: Noble, Ben; Sawant, Kshama; "Katie Wilson"; "John Burbank"; Liebermann, Rebekah; Eder, Dan; "Claire Tonry";

"clairetonry@gmail.com"; Fibbs, Shino; Sund, Erik; Caldirola-Davis, Carlo; Lee, Glen; Chen, William;
"greg.wong@pacificalawgroup.com"; Virdone, Ted; Seu, Carlton; Meyer, Kent; Narver, Gregory; "Hugh Spitzer";
Johnson, Julie; "Knoll D. Lowney"; "Paul Lawrence"; "Jamie Lisagor"

Cc: Claire Tonry
Subject: 4th Income Tax Meeting

Your meeting was found to be out of date and has been automatically updated.
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From: Herbold, Lisa
To: Noble, Ben; Sawant, Kshama; "Katie Wilson"; "John Burbank"; Liebermann, Rebekah; Eder, Dan; "Claire Tonry";

"clairetonry@gmail.com"; Fibbs, Shino; Sund, Erik; Caldirola-Davis, Carlo; Lee, Glen; Chen, William;
"greg.wong@pacificalawgroup.com"; Virdone, Ted; Seu, Carlton; Meyer, Kent; Narver, Gregory; "Hugh Spitzer";
Johnson, Julie; "Knoll D. Lowney"; "Paul Lawrence"; "Jamie Lisagor"

Subject: 4th Income Tax Meeting

Your meeting was found to be out of date and has been automatically updated.

________________________________

Sent by Microsoft Exchange Server
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From: Herbold, Lisa
To: Noble, Ben; Sawant, Kshama; "Katie Wilson"; "John Burbank"; Liebermann, Rebekah; Eder, Dan; "Claire Tonry";

"clairetonry@gmail.com"; Fibbs, Shino; Sund, Erik; Caldirola-Davis, Carlo; Lee, Glen; Chen, William; Greg Wong;
Virdone, Ted; Seu, Carlton; Meyer, Kent; Narver, Gregory; "Hugh Spitzer"; Johnson, Julie; "Knoll D. Lowney";
"Paul Lawrence"; "Jamie Lisagor"

Subject: 4th Income Tax Meeting

Hello everyone,

 

As discussed today, there will be an additional income tax meeting.  The meeting will be from 12:30pm – 2:30pm.

 

Thank you,

Alex 
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From: John Burbank
To: Herbold, Lisa
Subject: Accepted: 4th Income Tax Meeting

 

mailto:john@eoionline.org
mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov


From: John Burbank
To: Herbold, Lisa
Subject: Accepted: Income Tax Meeting

 

mailto:john@eoionline.org
mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov


From: John Burbank
To: Herbold, Lisa
Subject: Accepted: Income Tax Meeting Week 1

 

mailto:john@eoionline.org
mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov


From: John Burbank
To: Herbold, Lisa
Subject: Accepted: Income Tax Meeting Week 2

 

mailto:john@eoionline.org
mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov


From: Google Calendar on behalf of Katie Wilson
To: Johnson, Rob
Subject: Accepted: Katie Wilson, John Burbank @ Thu Jan 26, 2017 10:30am - 11am (PST) (Johnson, Rob)
Attachments: invite.ics

Katie Wilson
has accepted this invitation.

Katie Wilson, John Burbank

Meet to discuss the Economic Opportunity Institute on a possible progressive income tax measure

When
Thu Jan 26, 2017 10:30am – 11am Pacific Time 
Where
Johnson Office (map <https://maps.google.com/maps?q=Johnson+Office&hl=en> ) 
Calendar
Johnson, Rob 
Who
• Johnson, Rob
- organizer
• Katie Wilson
- creator
• john@eoionlne.org
Invitation from Google Calendar <https://www.google.com/calendar/> 

You are receiving this courtesy email at the account rob.johnson@seattle.gov because you are an attendee of this event.

To stop receiving future updates for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for a Google account at
https://www.google.com/calendar/ and control your notification settings for your entire calendar.

Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to modify your RSVP response. Learn More
<https://support.google.com/calendar/answer/37135#forwarding> .

mailto:calendar-notification@google.com
mailto:katie@transitriders.org
mailto:Rob.Johnson@seattle.gov

BEGIN:VCALENDAR
PRODID:-//Google Inc//Google Calendar 70.9054//EN
VERSION:2.0
CALSCALE:GREGORIAN
METHOD:REPLY
BEGIN:VEVENT
DTSTART:20170126T183000Z
DTEND:20170126T190000Z
DTSTAMP:20170110T185322Z
ORGANIZER;CN="Johnson, Rob":mailto:rob.johnson@seattle.gov
UID:040000008200E00074C5B7101A82E00800000000A02ADA642F6BD201000000000000000
 010000000A36F16038BB99F408EB80DCF1067D3A4
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=ACCEPTED;CN=Katie 
 Wilson;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:katie@transitriders.org
CREATED:20170110T185239Z
DESCRIPTION:Meet to discuss the Economic Opportunity Institute on a possibl
 e progressive income tax measure\n
LAST-MODIFIED:20170110T185322Z
LOCATION:Johnson Office
SEQUENCE:0
STATUS:CONFIRMED
SUMMARY:Katie Wilson\, John Burbank
TRANSP:OPAQUE
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-ALLDAYEVENT:FALSE
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-APPT-SEQUENCE:0
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-BUSYSTATUS:TENTATIVE
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-IMPORTANCE:1
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-INSTTYPE:0
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-INTENDEDSTATUS:BUSY
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-OWNERAPPTID:696915937
X-MICROSOFT-DISALLOW-COUNTER:FALSE
END:VEVENT
END:VCALENDAR




From: John Burbank
To: Herbold, Lisa
Subject: Accepted: Meet w/ Burbank on Local Privlege Tax on the Wealthy

mailto:john@eoionline.org
mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov


From: McLean, Alyson
To: Bagshaw, Sally
Subject: Accepted: Meeting w/ John Burbank RE: Pathway for an Income Tax in Seattle

 

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=9C6B7FF3E1AB4018936EAE7D4556D69F-MCLEANA
mailto:Sally.Bagshaw@seattle.gov


From: John Burbank
To: Bagshaw, Sally
Subject: Accepted: Meeting with John Burbank Re: Privilege Tax Proposal

mailto:john@eoionline.org
mailto:Sally.Bagshaw@seattle.gov


From: John Burbank
To: Bagshaw, Sally
Subject: Accepted: Phone Call RE: Income Tax

 

mailto:john@eoionline.org
mailto:Sally.Bagshaw@seattle.gov


From: John Burbank
To: Johnson, Rob
Subject: Accepted: TRU - Income Tax Initiative

 

mailto:john@eoionline.org
mailto:Rob.Johnson@seattle.gov


From: John Burbank
To: Johnson, Rob
Subject: Accepted: TRU - Income Tax Initiative

 

mailto:john@eoionline.org
mailto:Rob.Johnson@seattle.gov


From: Google Calendar on behalf of Katie Wilson
To: Johnson, Rob
Subject: Accepted: TRU - Income Tax Initiative @ Fri Apr 21, 2017 10:30am - 11am (PDT) (Johnson, Rob)
Attachments: invite.ics

Katie Wilson
has accepted this invitation.

TRU - Income Tax Initiative

Dear Councilmember Johnson,

Thanks so much for making time for the Town Hall last Thursday. I think people really appreciated your attendance and your remarks. I certainly did!

Can we schedule a meeting sometime in April? It would be good to have a more focused discussion. We'd bring 3-5 people, maybe including one of the
attorneys we've been working with.

Best,
Katie

Katie Wilson
General Secretary
Transit Riders Union
https://transitriders.org <https://www.google.com/url?
q=https%3A%2F%2Ftransitriders.org&sa=D&usd=2&usg=AFQjCNE7JVbZYTOOQtkBKVLFLXKBPl2vGA> 
206-781-7204

When
Fri Apr 21, 2017 10:30am – 11am Pacific Time 
Where
Johnson Office - City Hall 2nd Floor (map <https://maps.google.com/maps?q=Johnson+Office+-+City+Hall+2nd+Floor&hl=en> ) 
Calendar
Johnson, Rob 
Who
• Johnson, Rob
- organizer
• Katie Wilson
- creator
• John Burbank
• Michael Tamayo [WA]
Invitation from Google Calendar <https://www.google.com/calendar/> 

You are receiving this courtesy email at the account rob.johnson@seattle.gov because you are an attendee of this event.

To stop receiving future updates for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for a Google account at
https://www.google.com/calendar/ and control your notification settings for your entire calendar.

Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to modify your RSVP response. Learn More
<https://support.google.com/calendar/answer/37135#forwarding> .

mailto:calendar-notification@google.com
mailto:katie@transitriders.org
mailto:Rob.Johnson@seattle.gov

BEGIN:VCALENDAR
PRODID:-//Google Inc//Google Calendar 70.9054//EN
VERSION:2.0
CALSCALE:GREGORIAN
METHOD:REPLY
BEGIN:VEVENT
DTSTART:20170421T173000Z
DTEND:20170421T180000Z
DTSTAMP:20170405T155734Z
ORGANIZER;CN="Johnson, Rob":mailto:rob.johnson@seattle.gov
UID:040000008200E00074C5B7101A82E00800000000E0F4B7AB59ADD201000000000000000
 0100000001B47183D6C142F44BCD76D0D9A4E185A
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=ACCEPTED;CN=Katie 
 Wilson;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:katie@transitriders.org
CREATED:20170405T155458Z
DESCRIPTION:Dear Councilmember Johnson\,\n\nThanks so much for making time 
 for the Town Hall last Thursday. I think people really appreciated your att
 endance and your remarks. I certainly did!\n\nCan we schedule a meeting som
 etime in April? It would be good to have a more focused discussion. We'd br
 ing 3-5 people\, maybe including one of the attorneys we've been working wi
 th.\n\nBest\,\nKatie\n\nKatie Wilson\nGeneral Secretary\nTransit Riders Uni
 on\nhttps://transitriders.org\n206-781-7204<tel:(206)%20781-7204>\n\n
LAST-MODIFIED:20170405T155734Z
LOCATION:Johnson Office - City Hall 2nd Floor
SEQUENCE:0
STATUS:CONFIRMED
SUMMARY:TRU - Income Tax Initiative
TRANSP:OPAQUE
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-ALLDAYEVENT:FALSE
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-APPT-SEQUENCE:0
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-BUSYSTATUS:TENTATIVE
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-IMPORTANCE:1
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-INSTTYPE:0
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-INTENDEDSTATUS:BUSY
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-OWNERAPPTID:-557496351
X-MICROSOFT-DISALLOW-COUNTER:FALSE
END:VEVENT
END:VCALENDAR




From: Google Calendar on behalf of Katie Wilson
To: Johnson, Rob
Subject: Accepted: TRU - Income Tax Initiative @ Fri Apr 21, 2017 9am - 9:30am (PDT) (Johnson, Rob)
Attachments: invite.ics

Katie Wilson
has accepted this invitation.

TRU - Income Tax Initiative

Dear Councilmember Johnson,

Thanks so much for making time for the Town Hall last Thursday. I think people really appreciated your attendance and your remarks. I certainly did!

Can we schedule a meeting sometime in April? It would be good to have a more focused discussion. We'd bring 3-5 people, maybe including one of the
attorneys we've been working with.

Best,
Katie

Katie Wilson
General Secretary
Transit Riders Union
https://transitriders.org <https://www.google.com/url?
q=https%3A%2F%2Ftransitriders.org&sa=D&usd=2&usg=AFQjCNE7JVbZYTOOQtkBKVLFLXKBPl2vGA> 
206-781-7204

When
Fri Apr 21, 2017 9am – 9:30am Pacific Time 
Where
Johnson Office - City Hall 2nd Floor (map <https://maps.google.com/maps?q=Johnson+Office+-+City+Hall+2nd+Floor&hl=en> ) 
Calendar
Johnson, Rob 
Who
• Johnson, Rob
- organizer
• Katie Wilson
- creator
• Michael Tamayo [WA]
• John Burbank
Invitation from Google Calendar <https://www.google.com/calendar/> 

You are receiving this courtesy email at the account rob.johnson@seattle.gov because you are an attendee of this event.

To stop receiving future updates for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for a Google account at
https://www.google.com/calendar/ and control your notification settings for your entire calendar.

Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to modify your RSVP response. Learn More
<https://support.google.com/calendar/answer/37135#forwarding> .

mailto:calendar-notification@google.com
mailto:katie@transitriders.org
mailto:Rob.Johnson@seattle.gov

BEGIN:VCALENDAR
PRODID:-//Google Inc//Google Calendar 70.9054//EN
VERSION:2.0
CALSCALE:GREGORIAN
METHOD:REPLY
BEGIN:VEVENT
DTSTART:20170421T160000Z
DTEND:20170421T163000Z
DTSTAMP:20170406T214516Z
ORGANIZER;CN="Johnson, Rob":mailto:rob.johnson@seattle.gov
UID:040000008200E00074C5B7101A82E00800000000E0F4B7AB59ADD201000000000000000
 0100000001B47183D6C142F44BCD76D0D9A4E185A
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=ACCEPTED;CN=Katie 
 Wilson;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:katie@transitriders.org
CREATED:20170406T214435Z
DESCRIPTION:Dear Councilmember Johnson\,\n\nThanks so much for making time 
 for the Town Hall last Thursday. I think people really appreciated your att
 endance and your remarks. I certainly did!\n\nCan we schedule a meeting som
 etime in April? It would be good to have a more focused discussion. We'd br
 ing 3-5 people\, maybe including one of the attorneys we've been working wi
 th.\n\nBest\,\nKatie\n\nKatie Wilson\nGeneral Secretary\nTransit Riders Uni
 on\nhttps://transitriders.org\n206-781-7204<tel:(206)%20781-7204>\n\n
LAST-MODIFIED:20170406T214515Z
LOCATION:Johnson Office - City Hall 2nd Floor
SEQUENCE:1
STATUS:CONFIRMED
SUMMARY:TRU - Income Tax Initiative
TRANSP:OPAQUE
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-ALLDAYEVENT:FALSE
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-APPT-SEQUENCE:1
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-BUSYSTATUS:TENTATIVE
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-IMPORTANCE:1
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-INSTTYPE:0
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-INTENDEDSTATUS:BUSY
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-OWNERAPPTID:-557496351
X-MICROSOFT-DISALLOW-COUNTER:FALSE
END:VEVENT
END:VCALENDAR




From: John Burbank
To: Burgess, Tim
Subject: Fwd: amendments are posted, here"s the link (Burgess, Johnson, Gonzalez)
Date: Friday, June 30, 2017 10:21:37 AM

Tim

Just to let you know I am happy with all these amendments esp going to 2.25%. That one was
a pleasant surprise!

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Aldrich, Newell" <Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>
Date: June 30, 2017 at 10:01:55 AM PDT
To: Katherine Wilson <katie@transitriders.org>, John Burbank
<john@eoionline.org>
Subject: amendments are posted, here's the link (Burgess, Johnson,
Gonzalez)

http://seattle.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=A&ID=555149&GUID=B8A28380-3CE2-4A1B-
92D0-44FB773E8C7D
 

mailto:Tim.Burgess@seattle.gov
mailto:Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov
mailto:katie@transitriders.org
mailto:john@eoionline.org
http://seattle.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=A&ID=555149&GUID=B8A28380-3CE2-4A1B-92D0-44FB773E8C7D
http://seattle.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=A&ID=555149&GUID=B8A28380-3CE2-4A1B-92D0-44FB773E8C7D


From: John Burbank
To: Herbold, Lisa; Katie Wilson
Cc: Aldrich, Newell; Clardy, Alex; Claire Tonry (clairet@igc.org)
Subject: calculator attached
Date: Wednesday, May 10, 2017 5:57:47 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Seattle Income Tax Revenue Estimation Model, 050917.xlsx

 
 

From: John Burbank 
Sent: Wednesday, May 10, 2017 5:55 PM
To: 'Herbold, Lisa' <Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov>; Katie Wilson <katie@transitriders.org>
Cc: Aldrich, Newell <Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>; Clardy, Alex <Alex.Clardy@seattle.gov>; Claire
Tonry (clairet@igc.org) <clairet@igc.org>
Subject: RE: my notes attached
 
Thank you so very much.  This is excellent.  Makes me a little less worried. 
 
Hugh Spitzer (spitzerhd@gmail.com)
Greg Wong (greg.wong@pacificalawgroup.com)
 
Once the team is agreed to, we need to have them accelerate into the legal discussions, so we have
a framework for the ordinance.  I can get Claire to go full bore when the way is clear!  It would be
good to have the framework so that we can fill in the thresholds, rates, who is taxed and maybe
even get to the discussions on dedication at our meeting next week.
 
Thanks again.
 
John
 
 
 

From: Herbold, Lisa [mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 10, 2017 5:49 PM
To: Katie Wilson <katie@transitriders.org>
Cc: John Burbank <john@eoionline.org>; Aldrich, Newell <Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>; Clardy,
Alex <Alex.Clardy@seattle.gov>
Subject: RE: my notes attached
 
Alex (copied here) is scheduling the meetings this week for next week.  He can give you an update on
that.  He knows how important it is.  I called Greg Narver yesterday and he called me back this
morning to say that he is working on getting it all tied up today.  (see attached)
 

From: John Burbank [mailto:john@eoionline.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 10, 2017 5:43 PM

mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov
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Revenue Ests for Seattle '14

		Tax Thresholds, by AGI				Tax Rates, by Filing Status and Bracket

						Single		Joint		Single		Joint		Single		Joint		Single		Joint

						1.5%/1.5%		1.5%/1.5%		1.5%/2.0%		1.5%/2.0%		1.5%/2.5%		1.5%/2.5%		1.5%/3.0%		1.5%/3.0%

		Single		$150k/$300k		$163.55				$197.75				$231.96				$266.17

		Joint		$200k/$400k



		Single		$150k/$300k		$145.08				$175.87				$206.66				$237.45

		Joint		$250k/$500k



		Single		$200k/$400k		$138.10				$167.69				$197.28				$226.87

		Joint		$250k/$500k



		Single		$250k/$500k		$94.90				$116.61				$138.33				$160.04

		Joint		$500k/$1,000k





Seattle '14 Income Aggregate

		SEATTLE

		Individual Income Tax Returns: 
Selected Income and Tax Items by
Size of Adjusted Gross Income, 
Tax Year 2014                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

		[Money amounts in IRS data are in thousands of dollars]

		Step 1:		Select Income Levels by Filing Status and Income Sources to Be Taxed:



		1.A.		Select AGI Thresholds for Tax Eligibility:

				Options:		Single/Sep:		Joint:						$150,000		$200,000

				$0		0		0

				$25,000		0		0

				$50,000		0		0

				$75,000		0		0																								Step 2:		Select Tax Structure Parameters

				$100,000		0		0

				$125,000		0		0																										Single/Separate		Joint

				$150,000		1		0																								Bracket 1 Min:		$150,000		$200,000

				$175,000		0		0																								Bracket 2 Min:		$500,000		$1,000,000

				$200,000		0		1																								Bracket 1 Tax:		1.50%		1.50%

				$225,000		0		0																								Bracket 2 Tax:		1.50%		1.50%

				$250,000		0		0																										

				$275,000		0		0

				$300,000		0		0																										Step 3:		Results - Annual Revenue

				$325,000		0		0

				$350,000		0		0																												Estimated Revenue ($m):		$163.55

				$375,000		0		0

				$400,000		0		0

				$425,000		0		0

				$450,000		0		0																												Total Taxpayers		418,512

				$475,000		0		0

				$500,000		0		0																												Scenario		Taxed

				$1,000,000		0		0																												Number Taxed		39,647

																																				% of HH Taxed		9.47%

		1.B.		Select Income Source(s) Taxed:				(0/1?)						1040 line

				AGI				1						37

				Salaries & Wages				0						7

				Taxable Interest				0						8a

				Ordinary dividends				0						9a

				Net Capital Gains				0						13

						

																												1														0				0				0												0

				Size of adjusted gross income				Selected Income		Interpolated Return Share		Interpolated AGI Share		Number of returns		Number of single returns		Number of joint returns		Number of head of household returns		Number with paid preparer's signature		Number of exemptions		Number of dependents		Adjusted gross income (AGI)		Average tax base per return, for selected sources		Average tax base in Tax Bracket 1		Average tax base in Tax Bracket 2		Average tax per return		Annual City-wide revenue from defined tax		Salaries and wages in AGI				Taxable interest				Ordinary dividends				Qualified dividends [2]				Business or profession
net income (less loss)				Net capital gain (less loss) in AGI

																																								Number of returns		Amount		Number of returns		Amount		Number of returns		Amount		Number of returns		Amount		Number of returns		Amount		Number of returns		Amount

														(1)		(2)		(3)		(4)		(5)		(6)		(7)		(11)												(14)		(15)		(16)		(17)		(18)		(19)		(20)		(21)		(24)		(25)		(26)		(27)



		SEA

		SEA		$1 under $25,000		0								113071.5		90609.2		9036		12103.1		38584.7		137825.2		32173.9		1444503.41												88691.4		1143518.61		22767.9		11683.27		14072.1		31636.4		12884.2		20166.2		18265.2		135462.74		12063.8		20592.86

				   Single Returns		0		0						102817.979770225														1313513.32906524		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		80648.7096305693		1039822.35408441		20703.2672389638		10623.8107614215		12796.0175033017		28767.5562383336		11715.8383408333		18337.493918824		16608.8799043005		123178.743192929		10969.8336393524		18725.4636481436

				   Joint Returns		0		0						10253.5202297752														130990.080934757		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		8042.6903694307		103696.255915588		2064.6327610362		1059.4592385785		1276.0824966983		2868.8437616664		1168.3616591667		1828.706081176		1656.3200956995		12283.9968070715		1093.9663606476		1867.3963518564

		SEA		$25,000 under $50,000		25000								100801.6		72654.5		14513.2		11676.1		32902.6		154295.7		39530		3694511.35												89578.3		3145582.71		26383		14351.67		14462.9		44949.22		13375.5		29510.16		12380.8		155843.44		12124.7		38370.09

				   Single Returns		25000		0						84018.3903808406														3079384.62158087		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		74663.7412407348		2621851.20180635		21990.2977077518		11962.1535042797		12054.8639926257		37465.2893731279		11148.5133225954		24596.7935338434		10319.428338708		129895.904233793		10105.9683363218		31981.5677585275

				   Joint Returns		25000		0						16783.2096191594														615126.728419128		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		14914.5587592652		523731.508193654		4392.7022922482		2389.5164957203		2408.0360073743		7483.9306268721		2226.9866774046		4913.3664661566		2061.371661292		25947.535766207		2018.7316636782		6388.5222414725

		SEA		$50,000 under $75,000		50000								61250.4		39834.8		15747.9		4499.8		21990.5		98236.4		21340.1		3766923.91												53557.9		3071654.83		25055.3		17460.99		15648.5		59344.94		14585.8		39551.9		8309.8		136248.09		13333.8		57622.2

				   Single Returns		50000		0						43896.705880067														2699664.83402332		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		38383.6739654605		2201382.00954765		17956.5379954554		12513.8765200683		11214.9080163432		42531.1079870535		10453.2961846042		28345.9066601658		5955.4361526158		97645.7677574497		9556.0175421489		41296.4611751498

				   Joint Returns		50000		0						17353.694119933														1067259.07597668		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		15174.2260345395		870272.820452353		7098.7620045446		4947.1134799317		4433.5919836568		16813.8320129465		4132.5038153958		11205.9933398342		2354.3638473842		38602.3222425503		3777.7824578511		16325.7388248502

		SEA		$75,000 under $100,000		75000								39809.6		20566.9		16494.8		2121.3		15439		71432.6		15182		3450832.88												34712.1		2731241.96		20719.1		16899.34		14014.1		65542.49		13164.7		45679.72		6702.4		128353.34		12194.1		72722.96

				   Single Returns		75000		0						22091.8107437058														1914994.04397726		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		19263.0205708319		1515666.58483351		11497.7903817148		9378.0651142824		7776.9393549136		36371.9375414781		7305.5760645086		25349.3561619677		3719.4081912055		71227.9876110918		6766.9544378698		40356.6443531732

				   Joint Returns		75000		0						17717.7892562942														1535838.83602274		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		15449.0794291681		1215575.37516649		9221.3096182852		7521.2748857176		6237.1606450864		29170.5524585219		5859.1239354914		20330.3638380323		2982.9918087945		57125.3523889082		5427.1455621302		32366.3156468268

		SEA		$100,000 under $200,000		100000								69528.3		23487.9		43116.1		2458.3		30298.6		149143.3		36624.9		9620546.67												62267.7		7598647.28		44761.4		50871.06		34973.3		219423.67		33324.8		160743.91		13310.4		363961.02		31899		326231.92

				   Single Returns		100000								24519.1543686565

				   Joint Returns		100000								45009.1456313435

		SEA		$100,000 under $125,000		100000				0.500		0.425		34764.15		11743.95		21558.05		1229.15		15149.3		74571.65		18312.45		4087992.52629424														3228840.76717296				21616.2885767349				93238.1863339637				68303.8007368571				154655.445335772				138623.479158136

				   Single Returns		100000		0						12259.5771843283														1441630.52757111		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		1138650.66745664		0		7622.9839718559		0		32880.4455707391		0		24087.3347145401		0		54539.2414044514		0		48885.5686763316

				   Joint Returns		100000		0						22504.5728156717														2646361.99872313		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		2090190.09971632		0		13993.304604879		0		60357.7407632246		0		44216.4660223171		0		100116.203931321		0		89737.9104818046

		SEA		$125,000 under $150,000		125000				0.272		0.282		18899.7227356747		6384.6634772208		11720.1533108622		668.2342068066		8236.0008698489		40541.2906382516		9955.6648907252		2708455.80035735														2139233.97560791				14321.6411970617				61773.9648413552				45253.9538911274				102465.314034278				91843.5060183242

				   Single Returns		125000		0						6664.9870524781														955136.913596981		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		754400.84222691		0		5050.5266391278		0		21784.5881448151		0		15958.8064320373		0		36134.3920711326		0		32388.6115699928

				   Joint Returns		125000		0						12234.7356831965														1753318.88676037		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		1384833.133381		0		9271.1145579339		0		39989.3766965401		0		29295.1474590901		0		66330.9219631453		0		59454.8944483315

		SEA		$150,000 under $175,000		150000				0.148		0.181		10274.9389668776		3471.0576694688		6371.726275341		363.2892284476		4477.5474991024		22040.4972481524		5412.4523707324		1736681.42705754														1371692.28055283				9183.1398055813				39609.9125566429				29017.1621826983				65701.4996432543				58890.7196037042

				   Single Returns		150000		1						3623.4571341079														612440.689607001		$169,021		$19,021		$0		$285		$1,033,832		0		483727.270380111		0		3238.4341697122		0		13968.4353062755		0		10232.9019823284		0		23169.6332573238		0		20767.8117377311

				   Joint Returns		150000		0						6651.4818327697														1124240.73745053		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		887965.010172723		0		5944.7056358691		0		25641.4772503674		0		18784.2602003699		0		42531.8663859305		0		38122.9078659731

		SEA		$175,000 under $200,000		175000				0.080		0.113		5586.0274909631		1887.0597311454		3464.0242879966		197.5042016134		2434.2435028283		11982.4384300057		2942.5097155227		1087798.11558773														859181.341323904				5752.0061077725				24810.3005919251				18175.3624183815				41153.182379748				36887.1416555964

				   Single Returns		175000		1						1969.9125443666														383611.995662618		$194,736		$44,736		$0		$671		$1,321,877		0		302990.292277967		0		2028.4449020892		0		8749.3522802396		0		6409.5413931101		0		14512.669395491		0		13008.2501725495

				   Joint Returns		175000		0						3616.1149465965														704186.119925111		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		0		556191.049045937		0		3723.5612056833		0		16060.9483116855		0		11765.8210252714		0		26640.512984257		0		23878.891483047

		SEA		$200,000 or more		200000								34054		5971.5		27012.9		857		22096.7		89064.9		28044		17248522.84												29823.5		9224998.71		28087.6		220508.14		25328.5		1027866.99		24535.2		770346.09		8499.8		584684.17		25571.2		3377389.07

				   Single Returns		200000								6165.1405209736

				   Joint Returns		200000								27888.8594790264

		SEA		$200,000 under $225,000		200000				0.196		0.086		6679.6083606557		1171.2950409836		5298.5139098361		168.098442623		4334.2133688525		17469.8611229508		5500.7616393443		1478515.29814517														790751.871602268				18901.598784997				88107.0850687078				66032.8127513624				50118.1752169284				289504.29286635

				   Single Returns		200000		1						1209.2771530074														267670.598915666		$221,348		$71,348		$0		$1,070		$1,294,185		0		143157.820098984		0		3421.9478645848		0		15950.9179638796		0		11954.5888767042		0		9073.4008594332		0		52411.8942545995

				   Joint Returns		200000		1						5470.3312076484														1210844.69922951		$221,348		$21,348		$0		$320		$1,751,677		0		647594.051503284		0		15479.6509204122		0		72156.1671048283		0		54078.2238746582		0		41044.7743574952		0		237092.398611751

		SEA		$225,000 under $250,000		225000				0.158		0.078		5380.7956238616		943.543227459		4268.2473162568		135.4126343352		3491.4496582423		14072.943682377		4431.1690983607		1337453.65954734														715308.110639869				17098.2420662162				79700.997010328				59732.778670135				45336.5189645365				261883.374784498

				   Single Returns		225000		1						974.1399288115														242132.781799486		$248,561		$98,561		$0		$1,478		$1,440,177		0		129499.471952983		0		3095.4679332779		0		14429.0787053023		0		10814.029899853		0		8207.7291991587		0		47411.3997079114

				   Joint Returns		225000		1						4406.6556950501														1095320.87774786		$248,561		$48,561		$0		$728		$3,209,846		0		585808.638686886		0		14002.7741329383		0		65271.9183050257		0		48918.748770282		0		37128.7897653778		0		214471.975076587

		SEA		$250,000 under $275,000		250000				0.114		0.062		3896.4382103825		683.2554405738		3090.7997807377		98.0574248634		2528.2911318306		10190.7523217213		3208.7776229508		1074534.59450687														574691.545480556				13737.0386437315				64033.2305294759				47990.4007506364				36424.1838766952				210401.866205512

				   Single Returns		250000		1						705.4116725876														194533.880595002		$275,774		$125,774		$0		$1,887		$1,330,832		0		104042.230989108		0		2486.9552352337		0		11592.5842551862		0		8688.1882975717		0		6594.2389135375		0		38091.180802022

				   Joint Returns		250000		1						3191.0265377949														880000.713911871		$275,774		$75,774		$0		$1,137		$3,626,931		0		470649.314491448		0		11250.0834084978		0		52440.6462742896		0		39302.2124530647		0		29829.9449631578		0		172310.68540349

		SEA		$275,000 under $300,000		275000				0.076		0.046		2597.6254735883		455.5036270492		2060.5331871585		65.3716165756		1685.5274212204		6793.8348811475		2139.1850819672		787045.508756423														420934.237113449				10061.7277688709				46901.2973216716				35150.6871600937				26678.9831400703				154109.364814833

				   Single Returns		275000		1						470.2744483917														142486.819694734		$302,987		$152,987		$0		$2,295		$1,079,185		0		76205.9881920835		0		1821.5764837867		0		8491.0168733208		0		6363.6849048793		0		4829.9665242032		0		27899.9791414054

				   Joint Returns		275000		1						2127.3510251966														644558.689061689		$302,987		$102,987		$0		$1,545		$3,286,327		0		344728.248921365		0		8240.1512850843		0		38410.2804483508		0		28787.0022552145		0		21849.016615867		0		126209.385673427

		SEA		$300,000 under $325,000		300000				0.057		0.037		1946.7918384475		341.3774435687		1544.267729277		48.992793961		1263.2194519476		5091.6432845523		1603.2134350568		642829.683122311														343803.527557785				8218.0473700257				38307.2462264011				28709.7821374489				21790.4073997638				125870.833449808

				   Single Returns		300000		1						352.4474437397														116377.968153578		$330,199		$180,199		$0		$2,703		$952,663		0		62242.234656726		0		1487.796348277		0		6935.1487624742		0		5197.6226347539		0		3944.9381461445		0		22787.6718068399

				   Joint Returns		300000		1						1594.3443947078														526451.714968733		$330,199		$130,199		$0		$1,953		$3,113,743		0		281561.292901059		0		6730.2510217487		0		31372.0974639269		0		23512.159502695		0		17845.4692536193		0		103083.161642968

		SEA		$325,000 under $350,000		325000				0.050		0.035		1695.5928915511		297.3287411728		1345.0073771122		42.6711431274		1100.2233936318		4434.6570542875		1396.347185372		606026.041488464														324119.897269852				7747.543162959				36114.0585141471				27066.0737634978				20542.850906882				118664.406665128

				   Single Returns		325000		1						306.9703542249														109715.032159092		$357,412		$207,412		$0		$3,111		$955,042		0		58678.7077087023		0		1402.6162063766		0		6538.0937781869		0		4900.0454602396		0		3719.0803589104		0		21483.0193788825

				   Joint Returns		325000		1						1388.6225373261														496311.009329372		$357,412		$157,412		$0		$2,361		$3,278,798		0		265441.189561149		0		6344.9269565824		0		29575.9647359602		0		22166.0283032582		0		16823.7705479715		0		97181.3872862454

		SEA		$350,000 under $375,000		350000				0.042		0.032		1444.3939446546		253.2800387768		1145.7470249475		36.3494922937		937.227335316		3777.6708240227		1189.4809356873		555550.659430818														297124.232847579				7102.257029383				33106.1499815755				24811.7640136106				18831.8547167985				108780.951412355

				   Single Returns		350000		1						261.4932647101														100576.962527472		$384,625		$234,625		$0		$3,519		$920,295		0		53791.4091646148		0		1285.7935221183		0		5993.5416322558		0		4491.9249344319		0		3409.3213895466		0		19693.7173742399

				   Joint Returns		350000		1						1182.9006799445														454973.696903347		$384,625		$184,625		$0		$2,769		$3,275,903		0		243332.823682965		0		5816.4635072646		0		27112.6083493197		0		20319.8390791787		0		15422.5333272519		0		89087.2340381153

		SEA		$375,000 under $400,000		375000				0.035		0.028		1193.1949977582		209.2313363808		946.4866727827		30.02784146		774.2312770001		3120.6845937579		982.6146860025		491403.536949373														262816.534290968				6282.1889692977				29283.5206286863				21946.8528877874				16657.4188295134				96220.4676914904

				   Single Returns		375000		1						216.0161751953														88963.7592587157		$411,838		$261,838		$0		$3,928		$848,420		0		47580.3390244636		0		1137.3282955022		0		5301.4923246808		0		3973.2610573308		0		3015.6612380531		0		17419.7657929123

				   Joint Returns		375000		1						977.1788225628														402439.777690658		$411,838		$211,838		$0		$3,178		$3,105,060		0		215236.195266505		0		5144.8606737956		0		23982.0283040055		0		17973.5918304566		0		13641.7575914603		0		78800.7018985782

		SEA		$400,000 under $425,000		400000				0.031		0.026		1039.0501894353		182.2014508197		824.2132748634		26.1486466302		674.2109684882		2717.533952459		855.6740327869		456196.428339585														243986.775098202				5832.095120315				27185.472866044				20374.4481833764				15463.9810339083				89326.6539482491

				   Single Returns		400000		1						188.1097793567														82589.8598073583		$439,051		$289,051		$0		$4,336		$815,601		0		44171.3970088561		0		1055.8432474431		0		4921.6614890549		0		3688.5927082812		0		2799.6011067045		0		16171.7088700104

				   Joint Returns		400000		1						850.9404100786														373606.568532226		$439,051		$239,051		$0		$3,586		$3,051,277		0		199815.378089346		0		4776.2518728719		0		22263.8113769891		0		16685.8554750951		0		12664.3799272038		0		73154.9450782388

		SEA		$425,000 under $450,000		425000				0.028		0.026		964.8323187614		169.1870614754		765.3408980874		24.2808861566		626.0530421676		2523.4243844262		794.5544590164		449866.925213632														240601.577495283				5751.1776426634				26808.2876782677				20091.7626438696				15249.4258330926				88087.2901560901

				   Single Returns		425000		1						174.6733665455														81443.9657508762		$466,264		$316,264		$0		$4,744		$828,644		0		43558.5404013134		0		1041.1939369267		0		4853.3758343573		0		3637.4152820081		0		2760.7580056728		0		15947.3342903643

				   Joint Returns		425000		1						790.1589522159														368422.959462755		$466,264		$266,264		$0		$3,994		$3,155,868		0		197043.03709397		0		4709.9837057367		0		21954.9118439104		0		16454.3473618615		0		12488.6678274199		0		72139.9558657258

		SEA		$450,000 under $475,000		450000				0.026		0.025		890.6144480874		156.1726721311		706.4685213115		22.4131256831		577.895115847		2329.3148163934		733.4348852459		439498.044235192														235056.006170855				5618.6200503614				26190.3895208521				19628.6721523817				14897.9452671946				86056.9861347219

				   Single Returns		450000		1						161.2369537343														79566.7822106951		$493,477		$343,477		$0		$5,152		$830,719		0		42554.5694585701		0		1017.1956934409		0		4741.5114728104		0		3553.5773201255		0		2697.1259190118		0		15579.767790334

				   Joint Returns		450000		1						729.3774943531														359931.262024497		$493,477		$293,477		$0		$4,402		$3,210,836		0		192501.436712285		0		4601.4243569204		0		21448.8780480417		0		16075.0948322562		0		12200.8193481828		0		70477.2183443879

		SEA		$475,000 under $500,000		475000				0.024		0.025		816.3965774135		143.1582827869		647.5961445355		20.5453652095		529.7371895264		2135.2052483607		672.3153114754		425089.785404267														227350.061124918				5434.4223434089				25331.7783937972				18985.1767089127				14409.5393362144				83235.7418841448

				   Single Returns		475000		1						147.8005409231														76958.3091868149		$520,690		$350,000		$20,690		$5,560		$821,823		0		41159.4841806262		0		983.8485169858		0		4586.0684044142		0		3437.0788226335		0		2608.7048467216		0		15069.0093699194

				   Joint Returns		475000		1						668.5960364904														348131.476217452		$520,690		$320,690		$0		$4,810		$3,216,184		0		186190.576944291		0		4450.5738264231		0		20745.709989383		0		15548.0978862792		0		11800.8344894928		0		68166.7325142254

		SEA		$500,000 under $1,000,000		500000				0.112		0.162		3819.5638223343		669.775220681		3029.8201555275		96.1228107048		2478.4094647611		9989.6948928121		3145.4703656999		2787494.81372221														1490831.20330083				35635.8224026058				166111.262419342				124493.891480749				94489.4879786978				545812.218465142

				   Single Returns		500000		1						691.4943235308														504648.418044353		$729,794		$350,000		$229,794		$8,697		$6,013,864		0		269900.271962228		0		6451.5138513103		0		30072.8042206953		0		22538.3900564295		0		17106.3890040381		0		98813.9139279355

				   Joint Returns		500000		1						3128.0694988035														2282846.39567785		$729,794		$529,794		$0		$7,947		$24,858,487		0		1220930.9313386		0		29184.3085512955		0		136038.458198647		0		101955.50142432		0		77383.0989746597		0		446998.304537206

		SEA		$1,000,000 or more		1000000				0.050		0.331		1689.1013030685		296.1904161412		1339.8580075662		42.5077763766		1096.0111811686		4417.6789407314		1391.0012610341		5717033.05311522														3057631.25510725				73087.5528620605				340687.119154839				255331.66519366				193793.912471825				1119437.59622375

				   Single Returns		1000000		1						305.7951162147														1035012.39606231		$3,384,660		$350,000		$2,884,660		$48,520		$14,837,147		0		553553.953986519		0		13231.7799297788		0		61678.0396803678		0		46225.2773645705		0		35084.4747312519		0		202663.125776128

				   Joint Returns		1000000		1						1383.3061868538														4682020.65705291		$3,384,660		$800,000		$2,384,660		$47,770		$66,080,391		0		2504077.30112073		0		59855.7729322818		0		279009.079474472		0		209106.387829089		0		158709.437740573		0		916774.470447623



		** - Not shown to avoid disclosure of information 
about specific taxpayers.  However, the data are 
combined with data in an adjacent size class, 
as appropriate, and included in the appropriate totals.

		[1] The ZIP Code is based on the 5-digit ZIP code on the individual 
income tax return.  ZIP Codes with less than 100 returns, 
identified as a single building ZIP code, or identified as a 
nonresidential ZIP code have been categorized as other (99999).

		[2] "Qualified dividends" are ordinary dividends received 
in tax years beginning after 2002 that meet certain 
conditions and receive preferential tax rates. 
The maximum qualified dividends tax rate is 15%.

		[3] Includes the Alaskan permanent fund, reported by 
residents of Alaska on Forms 1040A and 1040EZ's.  
This fund only applies to statistics in the totals, and the 
state of Alaska.

		[4] "Earned income credit" includes both the refundable 
and non-refundable portions.  The non-refundable portion 
could reduce income tax and certain related taxes to zero. 
The earned income credit amounts in excess of total tax 
liability, or amounts when there was no tax liability at all, 
were refundable.  See footnote 5 below for explanation 
of the refundable portion of the earned income credit.

		[5] The refundable portion of the "earned income credit" 
equals "total income tax" minus the "earned income credit."  
If the result is negative, this amount is considered the 
refundable portion.  No other refundable credits were 
taken into account for this calculation.

		[6]  "Income tax" reflects the amount reported on 
Form 1040 line 55.  It also includes data from 
Form 1040A and 1040EZ filers.  

		[7] "Total tax liability" differs from "Income tax," in that
"Total tax liability" includes the taxes from recapture of 
certain prior-year credits, tax applicable to individual 
retirement arrangements (IRA's), social security taxes 
on self-employment income and on certain tip income, 
advanced earned income payments, household
employment taxes, and certain "other taxes" listed 
in the Form 1040 instructions.

		[8] Reflects payments to or withholdings made to 
"Total tax liability".  This is the amount the tax filer 
owes when the income tax return is filed.

		[9]  The amount of overpayments the tax filer requested to 
have refunded. 

		NOTE: This table presents aggregates of all returns filed and
processed through the Individual Master File (IMF) system 
during Calendar Year 2013, including any returns filed for 
tax years preceding 2012.

		In general, during administrative or Master File processing, taxpayer
reporting discrepancies are corrected only to the extent necessary to
verify the total tax liability reported.  Most of the other corrections to
the taxpayer records used for these statistics could not be made
because of time and resource constraints.  The statistics in the 
ZIP code data should, therefore, be used with the knowledge that 
some of the data have not been perfected or edited for statistical 
purposes and that State totals in this table may not be altogether 
comparable to other State totals published by the IRS, 
Statistics of Income Division. 

		Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.

		SOURCE: IRS, Statistics of Income Division, 
Individual Master File System, July 2016.
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To: Herbold, Lisa <Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov>; Aldrich, Newell <Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>
Cc: Katie Wilson <katie@transitriders.org>
Subject: my notes attached
 
I hope that Lisa can talk to Pete Holmes to spur along the CA’s work.
 
Can you call a meeting of the working group for next week so that we can push this along?
 
Plus we need to get the Mayor’s team fully engaged as this can be his legacy….
 
I can send Newell agenda items in advance.
 
John
 
John R. Burbank
Executive Director
Economic Opportunity Institute
603 Stewart St., Suite 715
Seattle WA  98101
 
206-755-5969/cell
206-529-6345/office
 
Building an economy that works - for everyone.
 

 

mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov
mailto:Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov
mailto:katie@transitriders.org
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From: John Burbank
To: Aldrich, Newell; Herbold, Lisa
Subject: Emailing: Millionaire Migration_Factsheet_CLEAN_PDF_4-26-2017
Date: Sunday, July 16, 2017 10:23:58 PM
Attachments: Millionaire Migration_Factsheet_CLEAN_PDF_4-26-2017.pdf

Your message is ready to be sent with the following file or link attachments:

Millionaire  Migration_Factsheet_CLEAN_PDF_4-26-2017

Note: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may prevent sending or receiving certain types of file
attachments.  Check your e-mail security settings to determine how attachments are handled.
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POLICY BRIEF April 27, 2017 


 


The Evidence on Millionaire Migration and Taxes 
 


By Kurt Wise and Noah Berger 


Economists consistently find that a well-educated workforce and a high-quality transportation 
system are among the bedrock elements upon which a prosperous state economy is built. 
Providing everyone with access to the education and training they need to reach their full 
potential boosts the productivity of individual workers and strengthens the overall economy. 
A well-functioning transportation system likewise strengthens the economy, allowing goods 
and people to move quickly and reliably to the places they need to be. (For a more detailed 
discussion of the impacts of state investments in education and transportation, see 
MassBudget’s report on these issues.)  


While the economic importance of high-quality transportation infrastructure and public 
education are widely recognized, some fear that raising taxes to fund such investments could 
lead to high-income taxpayers leaving the state—particularly if tax increases are focused 
heavily on these high-income households. Fortunately, because there is wide variation in tax 
rates among the 50 states, economists have ample data with which to study this question. The 
most thorough studies have found consistently that tax rates influence the residence decisions 
of only a very small share of such households. Instead, high-income people—like other 
people—overwhelmingly choose where to live based on work and business opportunities, 
family and social connections, and the draw of an agreeable climate.1 The vast majority do not 
make their residence decision based on state tax rates.  In this policy brief we examine the 
evidence on the likely migration effects of raising income taxes on high-income households—
those with taxable annual income above $1 million—and the impacts on net state revenue.  
 


High Income States Often Have Relatively High Top Income Tax Rates 


Applying significantly higher income tax rates to very high incomes is not an uncommon 
practice in states throughout the U.S. Currently, in eight states (as well as in D.C.) the top tax 
rate applied to high incomes approaches or exceeds 9 percent (see Chart 1 below). In several 
additional states, top rates approach or exceed 8 percent. In several cases, these top rates 
include both state-level income taxes and income taxes assessed at the local level. (In a number 
of states, various local governmental entities—such as counties, cities, school districts, regional 
transportation districts, etc.—are permitted to levy a local income tax.) While income tax rates 
in these states are higher for the highest income residents, high income residents in these 
states, as in all states, still pay a smaller share of their income in taxes than do other taxpayers. 
That is because low and middle income people pay a larger share of their income in sales and 
property taxes than do higher income people.2  



http://www.massbudget.org/report_window.php?loc=Building-a-Strong-Economy-The-Roles-of-Education-Transportation-and-Tax-Policy.html
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Local taxes on high incomes often are levied precisely in those places where the highest 
income households tend to cluster, such as New York City in New York State, San Francisco in 
California, and Montgomery County in Maryland.3  Notably, the relatively high combined 
state and local income taxes levied in these areas have not hollowed out the high-income 
populations—far from it. Instead, many of these locations remain sought after residential zip 
codes that retain their existing high-income households. Indeed, three of the states with the 
highest top tax rates—California, New York, and New Jersey—together account for only 
slightly more than a fifth of all US households, but are home to just under a third of all 
millionaire-income households.4  


Chart 1: States with Top Tax Rates Approaching or Exceeding 9 Percent 


  


Why Do Millionaires Remain, at High Concentrations, in High Tax Locations?  


There are many factors that influence people’s decisions about where to live, work, and raise a 
family. Important factors include work opportunities; earning potential; housing costs; 
proximity to family and other important social networks; climate; recreational amenities and 
more. Analysis of broad patterns of migration for differing income groups reveals that high-
income households have a lower annual state-to-state migration rate than does the U.S. 
population as a whole: on average, 2.4 percent of millionaires (some 12,000 households) move 
to a different state each year, while the annual migration rate for the overall population is 2.9 
percent.5 Why might this be so? 
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Looking at a number of specific demographic characteristics, Professors Cristobal Young and 
Charles Varner (Stanford University) along with co-authors Ithai Lurie and Richard Prisinzano 
(financial economists at the U.S. Treasury Department), describe each characteristic’s 
relationship to rates of migration, both for the overall population and for millionaires. Being 
married greatly reduces the likelihood that a household will move, and millionaires are 
married at a much higher rate than the overall population (90 percent vs. 58 percent).6 Having 
children at home likewise reduces migration rates significantly, and millionaires are more 
likely to be among this group (50 percent of millionaires vs. 40 percent of the population as a 
whole).7 Business ownership also significantly reduces the likelihood for migration and 
millionaires have much higher rates of ownership than the population as a whole (23 percent 
vs. 4 percent).8 Looking at these demographic characteristics alone then, it is not surprising 
that millionaires tend to be less mobile, on average, than households in lower income groups.9  


Beyond the obvious constraints on mobility imposed by these basic demographic factors, 
researchers Young and Varner offer a number of hypothesis as to why high-income 
households are relatively immobile. One possibility they suggest in their most recent, 2016 
study is that while mobility is often associated with the American ideal of “freedom”—and 
thus is viewed as a privilege—in practice, it is the ability to remain rooted in one’s chosen 
location that has become a luxury enjoyed disproportionately today by high-income 
households.10  


Another hypothesis Young and Varner put forward is that of the “embedded elite.” Young 
and Varner suggest that, to an important degree, the financial success enjoyed by millionaires 
derives from and depends on remaining connected to the social and professional networks in 
which they have achieved their success.11 For many of these highly networked people, to move 
is to put at risk the millionaire incomes they enjoy. Or as Young and Varner phrase it, 
“(M)illionaires are not searching for economic opportunity—they have found it.”12 Having 
found it, the vast majority choose to remain right where they are.  


Broad Consensus among Best Studies: Few Millionaires Move Due to Taxes 


The question of whether high-income households move in response to high top tax rates is one 
that has been investigated in numerous well-designed studies, drawing on a wealth of 
excellent tax, income, and place-of-residence data. These studies mostly have reached a very 
similar conclusion: while some small number of high-income households are responsive to 
taxes, the vast majority are not.   


In a review of the best-designed studies of the last three decades, nationally recognized tax 
expert Michael Mazerov concludes that, “taken as a whole, the research strongly refutes the 
claim that state and local taxes have a significant impact on migration.”13 After searching for 
all credibly-designed, relevant studies—regardless of what their results might show—Mazerov 
identified seven studies that have been published in peer-reviewed economic journals since 
2000. Mazerov notes that six of these “conclude that state taxes were not a major driver of 
interstate moves.” 14 (The seventh study produced ambiguous results, concluding both that 
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people are attracted to lower income tax and property tax levels, but also to higher per-pupil 
spending on primary and secondary education—which necessarily depends on adequate tax 
collections.15) These studies examined a variety of different geographies, as well as different 
income and demographic groups. Together, they deliver a robust and consistent set of results 
with a simple conclusion: state tax rates have only a minimal impact on interstate migration. 
Results from these studies include the following:16 


 Mark, McGuire and Papke (2000) – A study of residence decisions in the Washington 
D.C metro area (which spans several tax districts) concludes that taxes are not an 
important influence on where people choose to live. 
 


 Coomes and Hoyt (2008) – A study of interstate movers moving to metro areas that 
span a state line concludes that in most cases only a small number of such movers are 
influenced by tax differentials in deciding where to live in the metro area. 
 


 Leigh (2008) – A study of the effects of progressive state taxation on employer pay for high-
skilled workers also examines the effects of state taxes on migration and concludes that such 
effects are insubstantial on either the composition or volume of migration.  
 


 Guis (2011) – A study examining the effects of differences in state tax rates on the 
migration patterns of people between ages 19 and 43 concludes that taxes have a 
statistically significant, though overall small impact.   
 


 Young and Varner (2011) – A study focused on the impact on millionaire migration in 
response to New Jersey’s 2.6 percentage point increase in the tax rate applied to income 
over $500,000 finds that the change has statistically significant though negligible effects 
on migration, while generating large net state revenue gains.  
  


 Conway (2001) – A study focused on the effects of state and local spending and taxes on 
the interstate migration patterns of elderly persons concludes that these factors appear 
to have some influence on which states become destinations for the elderly, but are not a 
significant factor driving elderly people out of the states in which they live.  


In addition to these seven, peer-reviewed, published studies, Mazerov identifies another eight, 
unpublished but carefully designed studies conducted since 2000. Of these, six found that state 
income taxes had limited to no effect on migration (a seventh found “small” rather than “very 
small” effects).17  As with the published studies, these working papers investigated a range of 
geographies, taxing mechanisms, and income and demographic groups, providing us with 
multiple perspectives on the same basic question.18 Again, the consensus conclusion of these 
studies, broadly stated, is that state tax levels have a very limited influence on the residence 
decisions of affected taxpayers.  


Since the release of Mazerov’s 2014 literature review, one study found that tax rates appeared 
to have an effect on migration patterns of certain scientists unless the public goods paid for 
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with the new revenue outweighed the effects of the taxes.  While these authors doubt that the 
spending financed with higher taxes generally would provide a major benefit to scientists, 
they write that “where the value of the new public services is equal to the tax increase, the 
disincentive effect disappears.”19 The authors also acknowledge that state tax levels are only 
one of many factors affecting where top scientists choose to live. As the authors explain, 
“Indeed, we find a limited cross-sectional relationship between state taxes and number of star 
scientists in a state as the effect is swamped by all the other differences across states. 
California, for example, has relatively high taxes throughout our sample period, but it is also 
attractive to scientists because the historical presence of innovation clusters like Silicon Valley 
and the San Diego biotech cluster.”20   


New Study Confirms Millionaires’ Very Limited Response to State Tax Levels 


Building on this significant body of existing research, in 2016, Professors Young and Varner 
released a comprehensive new study on the effects of state income tax rates on millionaire 
migration (from which the descriptive demographic analysis above is drawn). This 2016 study 
analyzes thirteen years of IRS data (1999-2011) for the entire U.S., allowing the researchers to 
track the residence changes over that period of all U.S. households that reported $1 million or 
more in annual income during any of the thirteen years.21 Using sophisticated statistical 
techniques, Young and Varner demonstrate that state income tax rates have only a very 
limited impact on the residence decisions of millionaire households: though a very small 
number of millionaire households respond to higher state income taxes—either by moving to a 
lower tax state or by avoiding a move to a higher tax state—such millionaire tax flight occurs 
“only at the margins of statistical and socioeconomic significance.”22 Young and Varner 
estimate that only 2.2 percent of all interstate moves by millionaires have a tax-reduction 
motivation, a small share of the already small share (2.4 percent) of all millionaires who move, 
on average, in any given year.23 


Having demonstrated that millionaires, overwhelmingly, are unwilling to make, out-of-state 
moves in response to higher state income tax rates, Young and Varner then examine 
millionaires’ willingness to make shorter, county-to-county and even intra-city moves. The 
researchers identify a subset of some 880 neighboring county pairs that a) span a state line that 
creates a state income tax rate differential, and b) “span a plausible commuting zone, where 
the population centers are no more than 40 miles apart.”24 Their analysis shows no propensity 
for millionaires to cluster on the low-tax side of these cross-state commuting zones.25  


Similarly, the researchers identify 50 U.S. metropolitan areas that span a state line which 
creates a tax differential from one side of the city to the other. Again, analysis reveals that 
millionaires do not cluster on the lower tax side of these cities.26 Finally, the researchers 
examine the response not merely to different existing tax rates in these cross-border county 
pairs and metropolitan areas, but the response when the tax differential increases due to 
changes in the respective state tax rates. Again, as the researchers summarize, “these policy 
shifts did not lead to observable changes in millionaire population.”27 In short, not only are 
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millionaires unwilling, overwhelmingly, to move from one state to another to avoid higher 
taxes, apparently they likewise are unwilling even to move across town in order to do so.     


Young and Varner’s 2016 Study: Specific Estimates 


Apart from the more general findings outlined above, Young and Varner also were able to 
generate specific estimates regarding the impact of state income tax levels on the migration 
rates of millionaire households. Young and Varner’s analysis of IRS data indicate that for each 
one percentage point increase in the share of millionaire income collected in taxes (also called 
the “effective tax rate”), there is a corresponding one-quarter of one (0.25) percentage point 
reduction in the average state’s millionaire population (see Technical Notes for more detail).28 
In other words, on average, when the share of their income paid in state income taxes rises by 
one percentage point, 99.75 percent of a state’s millionaires will remain in place. (For a detailed 
discussion of marginal vs. effective tax rates and their relative impact on millionaire tax 
migration, see the Technical Notes at the end of this paper.) 


It is important to note here that, for a variety of reasons—including the effects of graduated 
income tax brackets, state-level credits and deductions, and the tax savings resulting from the 
ability to deduct state income taxes in calculating federal income tax (the so-called “federal 
offset”)—increases in a state’s top tax rate produce substantially smaller increases in the effective 
tax rate paid by high-income households. As a result, a one percentage point increase in the 
top marginal tax rate can be expected to produce a millionaire migration response well below 
the 0.25 percentage point estimate cited above.  


For example, for a millionaire with $2 million of annual taxable income, who is faced with a 
one percentage point increase in her state’s tax rate applied to income above $1 million (say, an 
increase from an 8 percent to a 9 percent rate), the actual share of her total income collected in 
taxes (i.e., her effective tax rate) would increase by only half of one percentage point (say, from 
5 percent to about 5.5 percent). This is because, for this millionaire, only half of her income 
would be taxed at the higher rate (for a more detail explanation, including the further effects of 
the “federal offset”, see the Technical Notes). Using Young and Varner’s migration response 
estimate, this one percentage point increase in the marginal tax rate on high-incomes (from 8 
percent to 9 percent) thus would produce an accompanying decline in the state’s millionaire 
population of less than one-eighth of one percent.29 In other words, about 99.9 percent of 
millionaires would remain unresponsive to such a rate increase.  Given the highly muted 
response among millionaires to state tax increases, it is not surprising that Young and Varner 
described the effects of such tax increases as occurring “at the margins of statistical and 
socioeconomic significance.”30 


A Tax on Incomes over $1 Million Would Produce Little Migration from MA 


In Massachusetts, a ballot initiative process is underway which, if successful, would create a 
new tax bracket for taxable income above $1 million, a threshold that would rise annually with 
inflation. Proponents of this change have dubbed it the Fair Share Amendment. Income in this 



http://www.massbudget.org/report_window.php?loc=Education_and_Transportation_Amendment_UPDATED.html
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new bracket would be taxed at a rate 4.0 percentage points higher than income below the 
threshold. If the amendment is approved, the new law would go into effect in January of 2019, 
by which time the current, uniform state tax rate applied to personal income likely will have 
dropped to 5.0 percent, meaning that taxable income above $1 million would be taxed at a rate 
of 9.0 percent.31  


In addition to their nationwide estimates, in their 2016 study Young and Varner produced 
state-specific estimates of tax-induced millionaire migration. For Massachusetts, they estimate 
a decline of one-third of one percent of the state’s millionaire population for each one 
percentage point increase in the share of income that millionaires pay in taxes (i.e., an increase 
in their “effective tax rate”). Under the Fair Share Amendment, the average Massachusetts 
millionaire (which the Massachusetts Department of Revenue estimates will report about $3.4 
million in annual taxable income in 2019,32 when the amendment would go into effect if 
approved) would see an increase of 1.9 percentage points in the share of their income paid in 
taxes. (The four percentage point increase in the top rate (from 5 percent to 9 percent) would 
apply only to the $2.4 million of income above the $1 million threshold. This rate increase 
would translate into an additional $96,000 in annual income tax owed. Due to a federal tax 
deduction for state and local taxes paid, known as the “federal offset”, the net increase actually 
is only about 68 percent of this total, or $65,300, an amount equal to 1.9 percent of the total $3.4 
million average millionaire income. For a detailed review of how this estimate is produced, see 
the Technical Note at the end of this report.)   
 
This level of average increase in the effective tax rate would result in a reduction of about two-
thirds of one percent (0.63 percent) in the population of Massachusetts filers earning over $1 
million annually.33 Phrased another way, Young and Varner’s analysis indicates that, were the 
Fair Share Amendment to be approved, some 99.4 percent of the Massachusetts millionaire 
population would continue to reside in Massachusetts and pay the higher tax amounts.  
 
It is worth noting here that Young and Varner’s analysis also shows that “super-elite” 
millionaires (those with more than $10 million in annual income) are no more likely to depart 
in response to tax increases than are other millionaires.34 While a very small share of 
millionaires indeed can be expected to depart, these leavers would not be primarily the 
households with the highest incomes, but instead would be roughly representative of the 
actual, overall distribution of millionaire households in Massachusetts.   


A Tax on Income over $1 Million Would Raise Substantial New Net Revenue  


Not surprisingly, with such a small impact on the total Massachusetts millionaire population, 
Young and Varner estimate a similarly small accompanying reduction in the amount of new 
revenue that a tax on incomes over a million dollars would generate. Their analysis indicates 
that for each one percentage point increase in the share of millionaire household income paid 
in taxes (their “effective tax rate”), the Commonwealth would be deprived of some $8.2 
million in direct annual tax revenue due to loss of population earning over $1 million 
annually.35 As regards the Fair Share Amendment, with its roughly 1.9 percentage point 
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increase in the average millionaire’s effective tax rate, this suggests that the resulting 0.6 
percent decline in millionaire population would produce a loss of about $16 million in direct 
annual income tax revenue to the Commonwealth.36  
 
In addition to lost income taxes, a reduction in the millionaire population likely would result 
in the loss of some sales and property tax revenue as well. On average, Massachusetts 
households with over $1 million in annual income pay about two percent of their income in 
sales and property taxes.37 Again drawing on DOR’s estimates for 2019, this suggests that a 0.6 
percent reduction in Massachusetts’ millionaire population could result in the loss of another 
$8 million in annual sales and property taxes in 2019.38 Assuming all these different revenues 
indeed would be lost, cities, towns and the Commonwealth together would lose a combined 
total of some $24 million in revenue from departing millionaires.  
 
These direct impacts, however, are not net effects – the increased taxes paid by the 99.4 percent 
of millionaires who remain in-state would result in a large increase in net annual tax revenue 
to the Commonwealth. The Massachusetts Department of Revenue (DOR) has estimated that 
the Fair Share Amendment would generate between $1.6 billion and $2.2 billion in new annual 
tax revenue (depending largely on state and national economic conditions), with a mid-point 
estimate of $1.9 billion. This estimate does not take into account the potential revenue impact 
of departing millionaires, though it is clear that any such direct losses would be very small in 
comparison to the expected revenue gains. Adjusting the DOR estimate accordingly, the 
Commonwealth can anticipate a net gain of some $1.88 billion in annual revenue were the Fair 
Share Amendment to be approved, or about 99 percent of DOR’s estimated revenue gain.  


Conclusion 


The idea that millionaires and other high-income taxpayers are especially sensitive to state tax 
rates—moving in large numbers from high tax to low tax jurisdictions—is a myth. Extensive 
empirical evidence and numerous sophisticated statistical studies clearly show that only a 
small share of high-income households move in response to higher tax rates. As a result, 
“millionaires taxes” predictably deliver the overwhelming majority—some 99 percent—of 
their expected net, new revenue.  


Technical Notes 


The main body of this paper touches upon a number of technical issues about which some 
readers may want more information. In the sections below, we provide readers with greater 
detail on select topics.    


I. Marginal vs. Effective Tax Rates (and the Impact of the “Federal Offset”) 


A tax filer’s top “marginal” tax rate is not the same thing as her “effective” tax rate. For many 
households, their effective tax rate is well below their top marginal rate. 
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While marginal tax rates show the top rate applied to income in each tax bracket, they rarely 
correspond directly to the overall share of income actually paid in taxes by a filer. Marginal 
rates do not take into account the impact on overall tax rates of lower rates applied to income 
in lower tax brackets nor the effects of various credits and deductions. This, instead, is what 
the effective tax rate reveals: the real share of a taxpayer’s income actually paid in taxes. 


Imagine a very simple state tax system, one where all taxable income of $1 million or less is 
taxed at 5 percent and all income over $1 million is taxed at 10 percent.  For a filer with one-
million-and-one dollars ($1,000,001) of taxable income, their top marginal rate would be 10 
percent. But this top rate would apply only to a single dollar of their income; all the rest of this 
filer’s taxable income would be taxed at the lower, 5 percent rate. The filer thus would pay 
$50,000 of tax or 5 percent of their total income. Accordingly, the effective tax rate for this filer 
would be 5 percent, a rate only half that of their top marginal rate.  For a filer with $2 million 
of taxable income, the top marginal rate also would be 10 percent, while the effective tax rate 
would be 7.5 percent. (This filer would pay $50,000 of tax on the first million of taxable income 
and $100,000 of tax on the second million for a total tax of $150,000. This total tax amount 
equals 7.5 percent of the filer’s $2 million income.) The chart below shows the effective tax 
rates of filers with various levels of taxable income (under the tax system presented above).  


Chart 2: Effective Tax Rates Are Lower than Top Marginal Rates for High-Income Filers 


  


Another factor—the “federal offset”— reduces still further the effective tax rates that these 
very high income filers would experience under the state tax system outlined above. The 
federal offset results from a provision of the federal tax code that allows filers to deduct their 
state and local income taxes from the income on which they pay federal income tax. This 
results in a reduction in the amount of income taxable at the federal level—and thus a 
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reduction in the amount of federal income taxes such filers must pay. The Massachusetts 
Department of Revenue has estimated that high income Massachusetts filers, on average, pay 
federal taxes at a combined top marginal rate of about 32 percent (taking into account both tax 
rates applied to wage and salary income, as well as taxes paid on capital gains and other forms 
of investment income).39 This means that federal deductibility offsets roughly a third of the 
cost of state and local income taxes for most high income filers. Put another way, the federal 
government reimburses high income filers (through reduced federal tax liability) for about one 
third (32 percent) of their state and local income tax costs. 
 
How does the federal offset impact effective tax rates with regards to the state tax system 
presented above? Taking the federal offset into account, the effective state income tax rates of 
high-income filers would be lower than those presented in Chart 2, above. Indeed, even with 
the 10 percent top marginal rate in place, for many high-income filers the share of their total 
income collected in state income tax after accounting for the offset would be lower than the 5 
percent marginal rate that would apply to taxable income below the million dollar threshold. 
Even for filers with annual taxable income of $5 million, the effective tax rate would be only a 
bit above 6 percent, taking the federal offset into account.  
 
Chart 3: Federal Offset Reduces Effective Tax Rates for High-Income Taxpayers 


 


This fact--that higher marginal tax rates often do not translate into similarly high effective tax 
rates—helps explain the notable lack of willingness on the part of many millionaire 
households to relocate in order to avoid state “millionaires taxes.” In other words, interstate 
differences in the amount of state income taxes that millionaires actually pay are not as large 
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as a superficial comparison of top marginal income tax rates might suggest.  As discussed in 
detail in the body of this paper, recent studies have explored the empirical data on the effects 
of such taxes on the residency decisions of high-income households and have concluded that 
the effects are very limited. 
 


II. Young & Varner: Migration Estimates and Implied Impacts for Massachusetts 


Looking at a dozen years of nationwide IRS data to gauge the changes in state and local 
millionaire population totals in response to changes in millionaires’ effective tax rates, 
Professors Young and Varner produced state specific estimates. For Massachusetts, Young and 
Varner estimate that each 1 percentage point increase in the effective tax rate of the average 
millionaire would produce a net loss of about one-third of one percent of all Massachusetts 
millionaires or about 64 millionaires. This net loss includes both “leavers” (those who choose 
to leave Massachusetts) and “shunners” (those who choose not to move to Massachusetts).  
 
Applying this general estimate to the specifics of the Fair Share Amendment, we can generate 
a more specific millionaire loss estimate. The average taxable income of Massachusetts 
millionaires at the time the Fair Share Amendment would go into effect if approved (2019) has 
been estimated by the Massachusetts Department of Revenue at $3.4 million.40 The Fair Share 
Amendment would apply a 4 percentage point increase in the tax rate on taxable income over 
$1 million. For the average millionaire this means an increase of $96,000 ($2.4 million x 0.04 = 
$96,000). This figure, however, does not take into account the effect of a federal deduction 
known as the “federal offset.” The federal offset allows filers who itemize their return (the vast 
majority of high-income filers do so) to deduct state and local income taxes from their 
federally taxable income. The Massachusetts Department of Revenue has estimated that for 
most millionaire filers this federal deduction would reduce the net cost of their state income 
taxes by about 32 percent.41  


Factoring this element into the calculation (as must be done to use Young and Varner’s 
estimates correctly), the $96,000 tax increase becomes a net increase of about $65,300 ($96,000 x 
0.68 = $65,300). This in turn translates into a 1.9 percentage point increase in the average 
millionaire’s effective tax rate ($65,300/$3,400,000 = 1.9 percentage points). Returning to 
Young and Varner’s estimate, we see that, with a 1.9 percentage point increase in the effective 
tax rate of the average millionaire, the Fair Share Amendment would produce a net decline of 
about two-thirds of one percent in the millionaire population in Massachusetts (1.9 PP x 0.33 
percent of millionaires for each 1 PP increase in effective tax rate = 0.63 percent of 
millionaires). In other words, with the Fair Share Amendment in place, we should expect that 
some 99.4 percent of the state’s millionaire population would remain in-state and pay the 
higher taxes associated with the tax rate increase.   


III. Young & Varner: Methodology  


Cristobal Young & Charles Varner’s 2016 study on the impacts of higher state income tax rates 
on very high-income filers, “Millionaire Migration and the Taxation of the Elite: Evidence from 
Administrative Data” (American Sociological Review, June 2016), provides a thorough-going 
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analysis of the best possible, nationwide data. Using Internal Revenue Service (IRS) data for 
the entire U.S. for the years 1999-2011, the Stanford University professors and their U.S. 
Treasury Department co-authors (financial economists Ithai Lurie and Richard Prisinzano) are 
able to track changes in residence location over the full thirteen-year period, by state and 
county, of every filer with over $1 million in taxable income in any one of the thirteen years 
studied. The researchers match this income and residence data with data on state and county 
income tax rates throughout the same period. They also control for variables other than tax 
rates that might influence residence decisions, including climate, housing costs, and state 
economic strength. Building these controls into their statistical model, the researchers are able 
to examine the residence effects of each of these variables, as well as isolate the effects of tax 
rates on residency, independent of these other variables. In short, applying a carefully 
designed statistical model to thirteen years of IRS panel-data, the researchers are able to 
provide fine-grained, statistically robust, empirically-based conclusions regarding the effects 
of taxation on the residence decisions of U.S. millionaires. 


With this data and approach, Young and Varner are able to examine and draw conclusions 


about a wide range of important questions, including the degree to which millionaires cluster 


in lower tax locations and whether or not they move to lower tax destinations in response to 


tax increases. The IRS data also allow the researchers to describe accurately many of the 


overall demographic and income characteristics of U.S. millionaires, based on each filer’s 


specifics, including age, marital status, whether they have children, sources of income, year-to-


year fluctuations in income, and more. This information helps the researchers better 


understand which factors are influencing millionaires’ residence decisions and the relative 


importance of each. It also allows the researchers to see which groups of millionaires are most 


and least responsive to tax rates and how responsive each of these groups is. As noted above, 


the study design allows the researchers to estimate both the number of “movers” (those who 


move away) and the number of “shunners” (those who choose not to move into an area) one 


can expect to see in response to specific levels of tax increase. The researchers also are able to 


produce estimates of the net revenue impact, by state, associated with a one percentage point 


increase in the effective tax rate of the average millionaire.  


IV. Young & Varner: Nationwide Average Migration Effect 


The overarching conclusion of the Young and Varner study is that while higher effective tax 


rates do produce a small amount of tax migration by high-income households, these effects are 


occurring “only at the margins of statistical and socioeconomic significance.”42 Nationwide, on 


average, for every 1 percentage point increase in millionaires’ effective state tax rate, just 23 


millionaire filers either move from  (or opt not to move to) a state due to tax motivations (out 


of an average, per state total of some 9,200 such filers). This translates into a nationwide 


average tax migration loss per 1 percentage point increase in effective state tax rate of one 


quarter of one percent of millionaire filers (23 movers & shunners/9164 millionaire filers = 


0.0025 or 0.25 percent).  While a larger number—though still a small share—of millionaires 


shift residency from one state to another each year (as do a similar share of non-millionaire 
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taxpayers), Young and Varner’s analysis reveals that, “(l)ittle more than 2 percent of elite 


migration appears to have an income tax motivation.”43 
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From: John Burbank
To: Misha Werschkul; Herbold, Lisa; Aldrich, Newell
Cc: Clardy, Alex; Katie Wilson
Subject: RE: Feedback on draft resolution
Date: Tuesday, April 25, 2017 3:16:28 PM

I agree for the most part, except that it is wrong to characterize our efforts as advancing a city-level
high earners income tax.  This is a tax on all income, earned and unearned.  Characterizing this as a
tax on high earners gives them a lot more narrative credit and misses a large source of their AGI!
 
We have to work hard and consciously to delete “earners” from our messaging.
 

From: Misha Werschkul [mailto:mishaw@budgetandpolicy.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 25, 2017 3:07 PM
To: Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov; Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov
Cc: John Burbank <john@eoionline.org>; Clardy, Alex <Alex.Clardy@seattle.gov>; Katie Wilson
<katie@transitriders.org>
Subject: Feedback on draft resolution
 
Councilmember Herbold and Newell,
 
Thank you for all that you are doing to advance a city-level high earners income tax in Seattle. Alex
helped me get time on the calendar with you next Monday at 4 to follow up on the email chain with
Alison Eisinger. Since I know things are moving quickly I wanted to share a few thoughts in advance
of our conversation.
 
I know that we share the goal of having the policy in Seattle be complementary with statewide tax
reform efforts, and I want to echo the comment John made about removinh the language on page 3
of the draft resolution that talks about exploring “whether the tax is levied on adjusted gross
income, or only on certain components of adjusted gross income such as capital gains, interest,
and/or dividends.”
 
The question of income vs. excise tax at the state level is very important for messaging and legal
reasons (for example, see the competing PRO and CON op-eds in the Seattle Times from last
weekend). The policy that we’ve been working on – which is supported by the Governor and House
leadership, and has broad support from advocates in the All In for Washington coalition – is carefully
and intentionally designed as an excise tax, not an income tax. I’m happy to share more details when
we meet, but for example, one policy choice we made is to only tax capital gains, and not dividends
or interest, because it creates the best legal pathway to this being determined an excise tax.
 
I hope you will agree with the conclusion we reached in the Trump Proof Seattle coalition – that it
serves both efforts best to have a clear distinction between what is being advanced in Seattle to set
up a court challenge on the income tax – a high earners income tax - and what the All in for WA
coalition is advocating for at the state level – a capital gains excise tax.
 
One additional thought on the resolution: through the All In for WA effort, we have done a lot of

mailto:mishaw@budgetandpolicy.org
mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov
mailto:Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov
mailto:Alex.Clardy@seattle.gov
mailto:katie@transitriders.org
http://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/would-you-suport-a-capital-gains-tax-to-pay-for-state-services-education/
http://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/is-a-capital-gains-tax-really-needed/


messaging research about how to connect with people in a different and more productive way about
issues of taxes and government. One important finding is that Washingtonians have an exceptional
amount of pride in our state, and are most receptive to thinking about taxes when we tap into that
pride. You might consider starting the resolution off with something that taps into that pride, and
then connects to how our city is threated by the federal cuts. Maybe something like,  “Whereas,
Seattle is a growing and prosperous city that can offer great schools, good jobs, and healthy
communities for all. Taxes are how we all chip in together to support the things that matter most.
Right now, our quality of life is threatened by our state’s upside-down tax code and the potential
budget cuts proposed by the Trump administration.” I’m happy to share more of the messaging
research if you are interested.
 
Thanks, and I look forward to talking more Monday,
Misha
 
Misha Werschkul
Executive Director
Washington State Budget & Policy Center
1402 Third Avenue, Suite 1215
Seattle, WA 98101
206-262-0973 (work)
206-601-2531 (cell)
 
Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, RSS.

GiveBIG to the Budget & Policy Center on May 10!
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From: Bagshaw, Sally
To: John Burbank
Subject: Re: following up
Date: Thursday, June 15, 2017 1:58:56 PM
Attachments: image001.png

John, have you had any opportunity to talk with leaders in the business community about this?
I have been surprised by some comments. In summary, some are opposed (no surprise there),
but many more have expressed support to the income tax but are feeling strongly that  the "tax
the rich" sentiment is divisive and will not serve us well in the long run.

Any thoughts on how we can unite the team?

--Sally

Sent from my iPad

On Jun 15, 2017, at 1:24 PM, John Burbank <john@eoionline.org> wrote:

Dear Sally,
 
Thanks for the great phone discussion the other day and your participation in the city
council hearing last night. 
 
I think we are making great progress on the city income tax and your leadership is
crucial to making this happen.
 
Onward!
 
John
 
John R. Burbank
Executive Director
Economic Opportunity Institute
603 Stewart St., Suite 715
Seattle WA  98101
 
206-755-5969/cell
206-529-6345/office
 
Building an economy that works - for everyone.
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From: John Burbank
To: Bagshaw, Sally
Cc: Hubert Locke; Watkins, Marilyn
Subject: Getting together to discuss the pathway and details for an income tax for Seattle
Date: Friday, December 16, 2016 11:07:22 AM
Attachments: Seattle Exploratory Brief Second Draft without attachments.docx

(brief attached)
 
Dear Sally,
 
It has been about a year since we had that great lunch with Hubert.  And we have had pretty much
all bad election news since then.  Even in Olympia the turnout of progressives was down (the Bernie
factor) and the turnout of Trumpians was up.  As a result, our local income tax initiative lost there,
gaining 48% of the vote.
 
We did learn a lot about the legal pathways and viability for local income taxes.  And we do think
that the worst thing we could do would be to curl up in depression.  We were so close.  So we are
planning to move forward this local strategy for income taxes in 2017, in Olympia, Seattle, and
maybe another city.
 
We have been working over the past year with Pacifica Law and with Knoll Lowney and Claire Torny
for developing and defending the legal pathway.   We have the interest of the Seattle Education
Association, the King County Labor Council, and the Transit Riders Union, among others.  We have
some good funding to pursue this campaign.
 
I have had good positive talks in the past few weeks with Councilmembers Herbold, Burgess,
O’Brien, and Sawant.  It would be good for the two of us to talk soon.  I can do that anytime,
although I do sound a bit like the Godfather with my teeth wired and banded together.
 
I hope you would like to do this.  Just let me know a good time and place for you.  It can be at city
hall or anywhere else convenient to you.
 
Thanks.
 
John
 
Note that correspondence by phone may be difficult, as I have a broken jaw!  But it is healing.
 
John R. Burbank
Executive Director
Economic Opportunity Institute
603 Stewart St., Suite 715
Seattle WA  98101
 
206-755-5969/cell
206-529-6345/office

mailto:Sally.Bagshaw@seattle.gov
mailto:hubertlocke609@comcast.net
mailto:marilyn@eoionline.org

Seattle:  Creating the Pathway to a Statewide Income Tax

Our state is confounded by the lack of a progressive income tax. This absence starves off the resources needed for education, higher education, early learning, and social services.  We are in a perpetual public fiscal crisis, regardless of whether the private economy is doing well or not.

It is a given that the Legislature will not put in place an income tax.  We also know that a statewide initiative is very unlikely to pass.   

And yet, as a result of the November elections, we have reinforced a sympathetic Supreme Court, one that has found the state in contempt for failure to fund the paramount duty -  the education of all children.  This is a good and strong context in which to bring forward an income tax challenge to the court.

One approach to systemically remedy the regressive nature of our current tax regime is to begin at the local level with an income tax.  We tried this in Olympia this past election, with the Opportunity for Olympia initiative to the people.  And while we did better than any previous vote on an income tax – 47.78% support – we, like Democratic down-ticket candidates, were pushed back by the Trump wave.  

But that is not the end of the story.  Much of the legal back-and-forth necessary to get Opportunity for Olympia on the ballot provides us with the necessary and rich background to pursue a local income tax in another jurisdiction.  If passed, whether by city council action or by initiative, the ordinance will be immediately challenged by income tax opponents as unconstitutional. 

This is what we want, as it provides a pathway to the state supreme court, enabling that court to review and reverse their decisions from 1935 and 1933 in which they equated income to property and thereby disallowed a progressive income tax.  

Let’s consider Seattle:   

We can be forthright in Seattle about the need for a state income tax and the pathway which could be pursued by the city to enable that.  

We can also be forthright about the need for more funding for public services, such as pre-kindergarten, child care workers’ compensation, access to higher education, housing, and numerous other underfunded or unfunded public services.

In Seattle, the City Council can pass an ordinance for an excise tax on income, or such an ordinance could be voted through by initiative.   The City Council may also semi-punt, by passing an ordinance and referring it to the people for a vote.  The City Council can also develop an alternative to a citizen initiative, and have both competing proposals voted on by the people.  Finally, any ordinance voted into law by the City Council can be challenged through a referendum.

If an ordinance for a tax based on income above a certain threshold is passed, and is found constitutional by the state supreme court, then no matter how the state legislature acts for a statewide income tax, Seattle will have a new funding source available, lessening the city’s need to rely on property tax levies.  

Further, such a pathway would encourage and enable other cities to put in place their own taxes based on income above a certain threshold.  Seattle would, by law, gain a data sharing agreement with the IRS, to which other cities in Washington state could accrete when they put in place similar tax ordinances based on income.

What revenue is available for the city?

A privilege tax of 1.5% on income in excess of $200,000 would bring in about $188 million a year, with about 26,000 households contributing a tax.

A privilege tax of 1.5% on unearned income (capital gains, interest, and dividends, and excluding business income) would bring in about $78 million a year, with about 22,000 households contributing a tax.

We can develop and estimate other iterations.   These two estimates provide a reality check on what is possible.

Working with Pacifica Law, we have already established the legal template for a local tax on income to fund higher education.  The template includes a tax on income in excess of $200,000 and the provision of community college tuition for all public high school graduates and GED certificate achievers. 

Seattle School District Data

The Seattle School District graduated 2815 students in 2014.  74% of these students went on to post-secondary education.  The School District exceeds the state average for progress to higher education.



To provide the first year of community college tuition, or the equivalent amount of money for attendance at four year public universities in Washington, the cost will range from $6 million (funding the current cohort of qualifying graduates) to $11 million (funding all students graduating from Seattle public high schools).  Of course, if the object was to provide two years of community college, the costs would double.  (Even these projections are high, because they do not subtract tuition-only grants that students could receive from the state, the federal government, or private sources.)

Iteration of proposed ordinance:

1. The City of Seattle finances the first year of community college tuition and fees (or the equivalent amount of money for attendance in a public four year college or university) for all public high school graduates and all GED certificate achievers each year in the Seattle School District.  This cost will be about $6-$8 million annually.

2. Revenue would come from a 1.5% tax on income in excess of $200,000 for taxpayers in the City of Seattle.  This will result in about $188 million annually.

3. Other dedications could be forthcoming as well, such as full funding of the pre-K program, child care worker wage subsidies, housing, homelessness remediation, mental health, and, if the affordable care act is repealed, city-provision of health coverage.   

4. The ordinance could not be implemented until any legal challenges are resolved, and only when and if such legal challenges are decided in favor of the city.  

5. Phased in implementation would be dependent on actual revenues realized through the tax.

6. The city would pursue a data sharing agreement with the IRS.  

7. Absent such an agreement, the city would institute a voluntary method for determination and payment of this mandated tax (much like filing the IRS 1040 form and payment of determined taxes is now done.)

8. There is a fine of 1% of taxes due for each month taxes are not paid.

9. EOI has already developed both the implementation methods for payment of tuition, as that tuition follows a student, and for determination and oversight of tax calculation and collection.
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Building an economy that works - for everyone.
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From: John Burbank
To: Katie Wilson; Herbold, Lisa
Cc: Aldrich, Newell
Subject: RE: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today, fyi
Date: Monday, July 10, 2017 11:21:06 AM

That petition signing will get them nowhere in Seattle, at least legally speaking!
 

From: Katie Wilson [mailto:katie@transitriders.org] 
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 11:12 AM
To: Herbold, Lisa <Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov>
Cc: John Burbank <john@eoionline.org>; Aldrich, Newell <Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>
Subject: Re: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today, fyi
 
Unclear whether they're planning a signature-gathering effort or just trying to build their mailing
list...

On Jul 10, 2017, at 11:05 AM, Herbold, Lisa <Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov> wrote:

Newell - please also share the GSBA's correspondence from this morning.
 
John - if you go to the link you can see the start of a signature gathering effort as well.

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 10, 2017, at 10:57 AM, John Burbank <john@eoionline.org> wrote:

Finally, the Republicans Trumpites speak up!
 

From: Aldrich, Newell [mailto:Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov] 
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 10:55 AM
To: Katie Wilson <katie@transitriders.org>; John Burbank
<john@eoionline.org>
Cc: Herbold, Lisa <Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov>
Subject: FW: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote
today, fyi
 
fyi
 

From: Nolte, Dan 
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 10:54 AM
To: Virdone, Ted <Ted.Virdone@seattle.gov>; Aldrich, Newell
<Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>; Robinson Slote, Dana
<Dana.RobinsonSlote@seattle.gov>
Subject: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today,
fyi
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https://twitter.com/DBeekman/status/884467007109726210
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Dan Nolte
Communications Specialist
Legislative Department – Seattle City Council
Desk: (206) 233-3981
Cell: (206) 399-0402
www.seattle.gov/council/
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From: John Burbank
To: Aldrich, Newell; Herbold, Lisa
Cc: Katie Wilson
Subject: RE: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today, fyi
Date: Monday, July 10, 2017 11:19:59 AM

He doesn’t mention business income is net, and therefore if you have a business loss, that subtracts
from total income.  And further, this organization of business is a choice, not a mandate.  And finally,
2.25% in excess of $500,000?  Come on.  Quit whining!
 

From: Aldrich, Newell [mailto:Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov] 
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 11:07 AM
To: Herbold, Lisa <Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov>; John Burbank <john@eoionline.org>
Cc: Katie Wilson <katie@transitriders.org>
Subject: RE: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today, fyi
 
The GSBA e-mail is attached.
 

From: Herbold, Lisa 
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 11:06 AM
To: John Burbank <john@eoionline.org>
Cc: Aldrich, Newell <Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>; Katie Wilson <katie@transitriders.org>
Subject: Re: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today, fyi
 
Newell - please also share the GSBA's correspondence from this morning.
 
John - if you go to the link you can see the start of a signature gathering effort as well.

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 10, 2017, at 10:57 AM, John Burbank <john@eoionline.org> wrote:

Finally, the Republicans Trumpites speak up!
 

From: Aldrich, Newell [mailto:Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov] 
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 10:55 AM
To: Katie Wilson <katie@transitriders.org>; John Burbank <john@eoionline.org>
Cc: Herbold, Lisa <Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov>
Subject: FW: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today, fyi
 
fyi
 

From: Nolte, Dan 
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 10:54 AM
To: Virdone, Ted <Ted.Virdone@seattle.gov>; Aldrich, Newell
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<Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>; Robinson Slote, Dana
<Dana.RobinsonSlote@seattle.gov>
Subject: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today, fyi
 
https://twitter.com/DBeekman/status/884467007109726210
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Dan Nolte
Communications Specialist
Legislative Department – Seattle City Council
Desk: (206) 233-3981
Cell: (206) 399-0402
www.seattle.gov/council/
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From: Katie Wilson
To: Herbold, Lisa
Cc: John Burbank; Aldrich, Newell
Subject: Re: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today, fyi
Date: Monday, July 10, 2017 11:13:19 AM

Unclear whether they're planning a signature-gathering effort or just trying to build their
mailing list...

On Jul 10, 2017, at 11:05 AM, Herbold, Lisa <Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov> wrote:

Newell - please also share the GSBA's correspondence from this morning.

John - if you go to the link you can see the start of a signature gathering effort as
well.

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 10, 2017, at 10:57 AM, John Burbank <john@eoionline.org> wrote:

Finally, the Republicans Trumpites speak up!
 

From: Aldrich, Newell [mailto:Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov] 
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 10:55 AM
To: Katie Wilson <katie@transitriders.org>; John Burbank
<john@eoionline.org>
Cc: Herbold, Lisa <Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov>
Subject: FW: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote
today, fyi
 
fyi
 

From: Nolte, Dan 
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 10:54 AM
To: Virdone, Ted <Ted.Virdone@seattle.gov>; Aldrich, Newell
<Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>; Robinson Slote, Dana
<Dana.RobinsonSlote@seattle.gov>
Subject: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today,
fyi
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From: Herbold, Lisa
To: Aldrich, Newell
Cc: John Burbank; Katie Wilson
Subject: Re: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today, fyi
Date: Monday, July 10, 2017 11:07:48 AM

Notmytax.com

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 10, 2017, at 11:06 AM, Aldrich, Newell <Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov> wrote:

The GSBA e-mail is attached.
 

From: Herbold, Lisa 
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 11:06 AM
To: John Burbank <john@eoionline.org>
Cc: Aldrich, Newell <Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>; Katie Wilson
<katie@transitriders.org>
Subject: Re: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today, fyi
 
Newell - please also share the GSBA's correspondence from this morning.
 
John - if you go to the link you can see the start of a signature gathering effort as well.

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 10, 2017, at 10:57 AM, John Burbank <john@eoionline.org> wrote:

Finally, the Republicans Trumpites speak up!
 

From: Aldrich, Newell [mailto:Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov] 
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 10:55 AM
To: Katie Wilson <katie@transitriders.org>; John Burbank
<john@eoionline.org>
Cc: Herbold, Lisa <Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov>
Subject: FW: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote
today, fyi
 
fyi
 

From: Nolte, Dan 
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 10:54 AM
To: Virdone, Ted <Ted.Virdone@seattle.gov>; Aldrich, Newell
<Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>; Robinson Slote, Dana
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<Dana.RobinsonSlote@seattle.gov>
Subject: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today,
fyi
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From: Aldrich, Newell
To: Herbold, Lisa; John Burbank
Cc: Katie Wilson
Subject: RE: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today, fyi
Date: Monday, July 10, 2017 11:06:49 AM
Attachments: Response to comments on Income Tax.msg

The GSBA e-mail is attached.
 

From: Herbold, Lisa 
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 11:06 AM
To: John Burbank <john@eoionline.org>
Cc: Aldrich, Newell <Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>; Katie Wilson <katie@transitriders.org>
Subject: Re: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today, fyi
 
Newell - please also share the GSBA's correspondence from this morning.
 
John - if you go to the link you can see the start of a signature gathering effort as well.

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 10, 2017, at 10:57 AM, John Burbank <john@eoionline.org> wrote:

Finally, the Republicans Trumpites speak up!
 

From: Aldrich, Newell [mailto:Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov] 
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 10:55 AM
To: Katie Wilson <katie@transitriders.org>; John Burbank <john@eoionline.org>
Cc: Herbold, Lisa <Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov>
Subject: FW: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today, fyi
 
fyi
 

From: Nolte, Dan 
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 10:54 AM
To: Virdone, Ted <Ted.Virdone@seattle.gov>; Aldrich, Newell
<Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>; Robinson Slote, Dana
<Dana.RobinsonSlote@seattle.gov>
Subject: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today, fyi
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Response to comments on Income Tax

		From

		Matt Landers

		To

		Herbold, Lisa; Harrell, Bruce; Sawant, Kshama; Johnson, Rob; Juarez, Debora; O'Brien, Mike; Bagshaw, Sally; Burgess, Tim; Gonzalez, Lorena

		Recipients

		Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov; Bruce.Harrell@seattle.gov; Kshama.Sawant@seattle.gov; Rob.Johnson@seattle.gov; Debora.Juarez@seattle.gov; Mike.OBrien@seattle.gov; Sally.Bagshaw@seattle.gov; Tim.Burgess@seattle.gov; Lorena.Gonzalez@seattle.gov



Honorable members of the Seattle City Council,


 


 


We have previously written the council expressing our history of support for an income tax as well as a significant concern with one element of the current bill as proposed. 


 


In response to our letter to the council we have received comments from council members and their staff that show a misunderstanding of how this tax will affect small businesses. We would like to address some of these misconceptions as well as reiterate our original points.


 


·         First, one response from Councilmember O’Brien’s office stated that “The proposed city income tax would apply to individuals, not businesses, but some businesses are structured in a way such that their profits pass through to their owner’s personal tax return.” This statement implies that only a few businesses will be impacted by this tax. In fact, most US businesses are structured as either sole proprietorships (72%), S Corporations (12%), or Partnerships/LLCs (10%). According to the IRS, only about 6% of businesses are operated as C Corporations. Since all businesses, regardless of type of entity, are currently paying City B&O tax on their gross receipts, the imposition of an additional income tax on net income reported on line 22 of Form 1040 will 1) double-tax business income reported by flow-through entities at the City level and 2) put these businesses at a disadvantage to entities operating as C Corporations.


 


·         Second, a communication from Councilmember Burgess’ office states “For a S-Corp owner, income (after deducting business expenses and your own W-2 compensation) will be subject to the tax.” This statement is misleading. Since the proposed City tax is based on Line 22 of the tax return, the S Corporation owner will be taxed on 1) wages received from the S Corporation plus 2) the net S Corporation income.


 


·         Third, the communication from Burgess’ office further states that “This local income tax amount is then deductible from your federal income tax, as are your property tax and sales tax amounts paid, so you’re not being taxed twice on this income.” This is factually incorrect. Taxpayers may deduct either their state and local income tax OR their state and local sales tax, whichever is larger. They cannot deduct both. In addition, there are other problems with this argument which include 1) many taxpayers do not itemize deductions or have their itemized deductions limited, 2) the state and local tax deduction is a preference item for alternative minimum tax (AMT). When the AMT applies, no benefit is received from state and local tax deductions, 3) current tax reform proposals at the federal level include the elimination of the deduction. 


 


We would also like to reiterate our original points to the council. 


 


·         Income reported by a LLC, S-Corp, or sole proprietorship is not the same as wages. Wages are commonly understood as a measure of cash received by an individual. The income of these small businesses is simply the measure of the business’ income, but does not reflect how much of that profit is being reinvested in the business. Taxing the income of these entities will reduce the amount available for reinvestment, as well as unfairly target small business owners.


 


·         This provision taxes businesses organized as LLCs, S-Corps, or sole proprietorships but not corporations. It is not equitable to tax one type of business but not another. The small businesses using these forms of ownership are put at a disadvantage to what are usually much larger businesses.


 


·         Due to the “total income” target by City Council, retirement savings of LLCs, S-Corps, and sole proprietorships will be taxed twice. Business income is included in line 22, but retirement contributions are deducted on line 28. When that person retires and starts taking their retirement distributions, that income is then reported on line 15, so therefore is also included in line 22 and in Seattle will then be taxed for a second time. For a person with W-2 income, the retirement contribution is deducted from their gross wages and is not included in line 22. Therefore, if you have two people (one self-employed, the other with wages) who earn the exactly same amount of income and have the same retirement deduction, the self-employed person ends up paying more taxes.


 


As a progressive business organization, GSBA has a long history of proudly supporting an income tax, including Initiative 1098. We absolutely believe that it is past time to rebalance our revenue sources. Our concern with the bill before Council today is the one part which is not progressive, and in fact erroneously treats middle-income people as among the wealthiest in our city. We hope that Councilmembers are willing to hear our concerns and come back and address them should this ordinance pass constitutional muster.


 


 


Matt Landers, Public Policy & Communications Manager


Greater Seattle Business Association (GSBA)
400 East Pine Suite 322, Seattle WA 98122 | 206.363.9188
thegsba.org | shopout.org | travelgayseattle.org
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From: Herbold, Lisa
To: John Burbank
Cc: Aldrich, Newell; Katie Wilson
Subject: Re: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today, fyi
Date: Monday, July 10, 2017 11:05:50 AM

Newell - please also share the GSBA's correspondence from this morning.

John - if you go to the link you can see the start of a signature gathering effort as well.

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 10, 2017, at 10:57 AM, John Burbank <john@eoionline.org> wrote:

Finally, the Republicans Trumpites speak up!
 

From: Aldrich, Newell [mailto:Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov] 
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 10:55 AM
To: Katie Wilson <katie@transitriders.org>; John Burbank <john@eoionline.org>
Cc: Herbold, Lisa <Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov>
Subject: FW: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today, fyi
 
fyi
 

From: Nolte, Dan 
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 10:54 AM
To: Virdone, Ted <Ted.Virdone@seattle.gov>; Aldrich, Newell
<Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>; Robinson Slote, Dana
<Dana.RobinsonSlote@seattle.gov>
Subject: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today, fyi
 
https://twitter.com/DBeekman/status/884467007109726210
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Dan Nolte
Communications Specialist
Legislative Department – Seattle City Council
Desk: (206) 233-3981
Cell: (206) 399-0402
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From: Herbold, Lisa
To: Aldrich, Newell
Cc: Katie Wilson; John Burbank
Subject: Re: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today, fyi
Date: Monday, July 10, 2017 10:59:40 AM

Thx Newell.  I let Tim know as well.

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 10, 2017, at 10:55 AM, Aldrich, Newell <Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov> wrote:

fyi
 

From: Nolte, Dan 
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 10:54 AM
To: Virdone, Ted <Ted.Virdone@seattle.gov>; Aldrich, Newell
<Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>; Robinson Slote, Dana
<Dana.RobinsonSlote@seattle.gov>
Subject: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today, fyi
 
https://twitter.com/DBeekman/status/884467007109726210
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Dan Nolte
Communications Specialist
Legislative Department – Seattle City Council
Desk: (206) 233-3981
Cell: (206) 399-0402
www.seattle.gov/council/
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From: John Burbank
To: Aldrich, Newell; Katie Wilson
Cc: Herbold, Lisa
Subject: RE: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today, fyi
Date: Monday, July 10, 2017 10:57:40 AM

Finally, the Republicans Trumpites speak up!
 

From: Aldrich, Newell [mailto:Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov] 
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 10:55 AM
To: Katie Wilson <katie@transitriders.org>; John Burbank <john@eoionline.org>
Cc: Herbold, Lisa <Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov>
Subject: FW: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today, fyi
 
fyi
 

From: Nolte, Dan 
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2017 10:54 AM
To: Virdone, Ted <Ted.Virdone@seattle.gov>; Aldrich, Newell <Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>; Robinson
Slote, Dana <Dana.RobinsonSlote@seattle.gov>
Subject: GOP Income Tax Press Conference after Full Council vote today, fyi
 
https://twitter.com/DBeekman/status/884467007109726210
 

 
 
Dan Nolte
Communications Specialist
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From: John Burbank
To: Herbold, Lisa
Subject: RE: Happy May Day! It is our time for an income tax in Seattle
Date: Thursday, April 27, 2017 4:54:23 PM

Thanks.  You made it happen!
 
Now we should shoot for an ordinance as a present to our city for Independence Day!
 

From: Herbold, Lisa [mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 4:53 PM
To: John Burbank <john@eoionline.org>
Subject: RE: Happy May Day! It is our time for an income tax in Seattle
 
Great message!
 

From: John Burbank [mailto:john@eoionline.org] 
Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 3:51 PM
To: John Burbank <john@eoionline.org>
Subject: Happy May Day! It is our time for an income tax in Seattle
 
Friends,
 
Next Monday the Seattle City Council will be considering and voting on this resolution: 
A RESOLUTION expressing The City of Seattle’s intent to adopt a progressive income tax targeting
high-income households.
 
While Washington DC is mired in Trump’s coddling of the wealthy and privileged, we are
demonstrating how to Trump-Proof Seattle.  And we are!
 
Come to the City Council to show your support for a progressive income tax in our city. The City
Council will meet:

        Monday, May 1st

        2 PM
        City Council Chambers
 
We can then join the marchers for May Day.  And what a way to celebrate May Day, with the
introduction of a progressive tax system for our city!
 
I hope to see you on Monday at City Hall.
 
John
 
 
 

mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov
mailto:john@eoionline.org
mailto:john@eoionline.org
https://trumpproofseattle.org/


 
 
 
       
 
John R. Burbank
Executive Director
Economic Opportunity Institute
603 Stewart St., Suite 715
Seattle WA  98101
 
206-755-5969/cell
206-529-6345/office
 
Building an economy that works - for everyone.
 

 
 

http://www.eoionline.org/


From: Herbold, Lisa
To: John Burbank
Subject: RE: Happy May Day! It is our time for an income tax in Seattle
Date: Thursday, April 27, 2017 4:52:00 PM

Great message!
 

From: John Burbank [mailto:john@eoionline.org] 
Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 3:51 PM
To: John Burbank <john@eoionline.org>
Subject: Happy May Day! It is our time for an income tax in Seattle
 
Friends,
 
Next Monday the Seattle City Council will be considering and voting on this resolution: 
A RESOLUTION expressing The City of Seattle’s intent to adopt a progressive income tax targeting
high-income households.
 
While Washington DC is mired in Trump’s coddling of the wealthy and privileged, we are
demonstrating how to Trump-Proof Seattle.  And we are!
 
Come to the City Council to show your support for a progressive income tax in our city. The City
Council will meet:

        Monday, May 1st

        2 PM
        City Council Chambers
 
We can then join the marchers for May Day.  And what a way to celebrate May Day, with the
introduction of a progressive tax system for our city!
 
I hope to see you on Monday at City Hall.
 
John
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 
John R. Burbank
Executive Director
Economic Opportunity Institute
603 Stewart St., Suite 715
Seattle WA  98101

mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov
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206-755-5969/cell
206-529-6345/office
 
Building an economy that works - for everyone.
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From: John Burbank
To: John Burbank
Subject: Happy May Day! It is our time for an income tax in Seattle
Date: Thursday, April 27, 2017 3:51:36 PM

Friends,
 
Next Monday the Seattle City Council will be considering and voting on this resolution: 

A RESOLUTION expressing The City of Seattle’s intent to adopt a progressive income tax
targeting high-income households.
 
While Washington DC is mired in Trump’s coddling of the wealthy and privileged, we are
demonstrating how to Trump-Proof Seattle.  And we are!
 
Come to the City Council to show your support for a progressive income tax in our city. The
City Council will meet:
        Monday, May 1st

        2 PM
        City Council Chambers
 
We can then join the marchers for May Day.  And what a way to celebrate May Day, with the
introduction of a progressive tax system for our city!
 
I hope to see you on Monday at City Hall.
 
John
 
 
 
 

 
 
       
 
John R. Burbank
Executive Director
Economic Opportunity Institute
603 Stewart St., Suite 715
Seattle WA  98101
 
206-755-5969/cell
206-529-6345/office
 
Building an economy that works - for everyone.
 

mailto:john@eoionline.org
https://trumpproofseattle.org/
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From: Sawant, Kshama
To: sawantcalendar@gmail.com; Virdone, Ted
Subject: Hold for Tax the Rich
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png
image003.png
image004.png

I could attend either time.

 

________________________________

From: "Alex Clardy" <Alex.Clardy@seattle.gov <mailto:Alex.Clardy@seattle.gov> >
To: "Ben Noble" <Ben.Noble@seattle.gov <mailto:Ben.Noble@seattle.gov> >, "Kshama Sawant" <Kshama.Sawant@seattle.gov
<mailto:Kshama.Sawant@seattle.gov> >, "Katie Wilson" <katie@transitriders.org <mailto:katie@transitriders.org> >, "John Burbank"
<john@eoionline.org <mailto:john@eoionline.org> >, "Lisa Herbold" <Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov <mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov> >, "Rebekah
Liebermann" <Rebekah.Liebermann@seattle.gov <mailto:Rebekah.Liebermann@seattle.gov> >, "Newell Aldrich" <Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov
<mailto:Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov> >, "John Gibson" <gibsoneconomics@comcast.net <mailto:gibsoneconomics@comcast.net> >, "Dan Eder"
<Dan.Eder@seattle.gov <mailto:Dan.Eder@seattle.gov> >, "Michael Tamayo" <mtamayo@washingtonea.org <mailto:mtamayo@washingtonea.org>
>, "Claire Tonry" <clairet@igc.org <mailto:clairet@igc.org> >, clairetonry@gmail.com <mailto:clairetonry@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, May 4, 2017 2:50:20 PM
Subject: 2nd Meeting

 

Hello everyone,

 

This is a follow up meeting to the one on April 27th. I am proposing a couple of times for next week, please let me know what works best for you. The
meeting will be 45 minutes in length. I would like to send out the final meeting time tomorrow afternoon.

 

Tuesday the 9th at 4pm

Friday the 12th at 9am

 

Thank you,

 

Alex Clardy

Legislative Assistant

Seattle City Councilmember Lisa Herbold, District 1

206.386.1856

 

P. S. Please feel free to click on this link <http://seattle.us12.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=11a79978ca7225050bfabf7ad&id=bdd26bccf2>  to sign up
for weekly blog posts!

 <http://bit.ly/1UqIbXY> 

               <http://bit.ly/1UqGSZa>       <http://bit.ly/1Xkseof>       <http://bit.ly/1PY5acN> 

 

 

 

mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=a140b681609744eda6509816dac20adc-SawantK
mailto:sawantcalendar@gmail.com
mailto:Ted.Virdone@seattle.gov






From: Sawant, Kshama
To: sawantcalendar@gmail.com; Virdone, Ted
Subject: Hold for Tax the Rich
Attachments: image001.png
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I could attend either time.

 

________________________________

From: "Alex Clardy" <Alex.Clardy@seattle.gov <mailto:Alex.Clardy@seattle.gov> >
To: "Ben Noble" <Ben.Noble@seattle.gov <mailto:Ben.Noble@seattle.gov> >, "Kshama Sawant" <Kshama.Sawant@seattle.gov
<mailto:Kshama.Sawant@seattle.gov> >, "Katie Wilson" <katie@transitriders.org <mailto:katie@transitriders.org> >, "John Burbank"
<john@eoionline.org <mailto:john@eoionline.org> >, "Lisa Herbold" <Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov <mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov> >, "Rebekah
Liebermann" <Rebekah.Liebermann@seattle.gov <mailto:Rebekah.Liebermann@seattle.gov> >, "Newell Aldrich" <Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov
<mailto:Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov> >, "John Gibson" <gibsoneconomics@comcast.net <mailto:gibsoneconomics@comcast.net> >, "Dan Eder"
<Dan.Eder@seattle.gov <mailto:Dan.Eder@seattle.gov> >, "Michael Tamayo" <mtamayo@washingtonea.org <mailto:mtamayo@washingtonea.org>
>, "Claire Tonry" <clairet@igc.org <mailto:clairet@igc.org> >, clairetonry@gmail.com <mailto:clairetonry@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, May 4, 2017 2:50:20 PM
Subject: 2nd Meeting

 

Hello everyone,

 

This is a follow up meeting to the one on April 27th. I am proposing a couple of times for next week, please let me know what works best for you. The
meeting will be 45 minutes in length. I would like to send out the final meeting time tomorrow afternoon.

 

Tuesday the 9th at 4pm

Friday the 12th at 9am

 

Thank you,

 

Alex Clardy

Legislative Assistant

Seattle City Councilmember Lisa Herbold, District 1

206.386.1856

 

P. S. Please feel free to click on this link <http://seattle.us12.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=11a79978ca7225050bfabf7ad&id=bdd26bccf2>  to sign up
for weekly blog posts!

 <http://bit.ly/1UqIbXY> 

               <http://bit.ly/1UqGSZa>       <http://bit.ly/1Xkseof>       <http://bit.ly/1PY5acN> 
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From: Herbold, Lisa
To: John Burbank
Cc: lisalouh@hotmail.com; Burgess, Tim; Aldrich, Newell
Subject: Re: Inadvertently including LLCs, S-Corps and Sole Proprietorships?
Date: Thursday, July 06, 2017 8:04:25 PM

Thanks John.  To be clear though, those examples you gave Mona don't respond to the S-corps issue as I understand
it.  In this one: 

"Let’s say you do well and have total income of $750,000, that's a great thing and you contribute 2.25% of the
income in excess of $250,000. That would be $11,250, leaving you with $738,750."

The point they are making is that no one is "left w/$738,750" because they say that isn't "profit" or "income"
because it goes back into the business. 

That said, there may not be an entirely satisfactory response.

1. Tim is confirming that there is a federal deduction available to businesses organized this way who pay local
taxes.  But a federal deduction is not a local exemption. 

2. I have made the argument that other jurisdictions w local income taxes may not include S corp income in their
income tax, but for instance CA has an entirely separate S corp tax (w no minimum threshold, like our tax).  The
fact that other jurisdictions tax this income too is cold comfort. 

3. Mike simply made the argument in his response that the decision to organize one's business this way is a business
decision that must be made based upon all the businesses factors.  The local income tax is one new factor that may
result in a new calculus for decisions about business structure.  They didn't like being told they might want to
consider changing their business structure to adjust to a new law.

None of these arguments are entirely satisfying to those to whom we are delivering them.  At the end of the day, we
may not be making the policy decisions we'd otherwise like to make, if we were operating under a different
framework, simply because a tax on *net* income is not legal and we have made a commitment to make policy
choices based upon the best *legal* pathway.

Sent from my iPhone

> On Jul 6, 2017, at 7:08 PM, John Burbank <john@eoionline.org> wrote:
>
> Let’s say you do well and have total income of $750,000, that's a great thing and you contribute 2.25% of the
income in excess of $250,000. That would be $11,250, leaving you with $738,750.

mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov
mailto:john@eoionline.org
mailto:lisalouh@hotmail.com
mailto:Tim.Burgess@seattle.gov
mailto:Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov


From: John Burbank
To: Herbold, Lisa; lisalouh@hotmail.com; Burgess, Tim
Subject: FW: Inadvertently including LLCs, S-Corps and Sole Proprietorships?
Date: Thursday, July 06, 2017 7:08:29 PM

I think this is a last minute attack, trying to stir up opposition with pity for small businesses.  Here is
my response.
 

From: John Burbank 
Sent: Thursday, July 06, 2017 7:05 PM
To: 'Rep. Noel Frame' <noel@noelframe.com>
Subject: RE: Inadvertently including LLCs, S-Corps and Sole Proprietorships?
 
There is nothing inadvertent about the design, legally or in terms of revenue.    Here is a post I wrote
to Mona Smith at the Greater Seattle Chamber: 
 
Maybe it would help to think about it this way: If you are a single filer, and your total income, including salaries,
interest, dividends, capital gains, and business income is $250,000, you pay nothing with this tax. Indeed, if your
salary and unearned income is greater than $250,000, but you have a business loss that drops you below
$250,000, you again pay nothing, thanks to the calculation of the business income loss. So if your income
excluding business income is $300,000, and you have a $50,000 business loss, then your total income is
$250,000, and you pay nothing. This quite different, in fact, the opposite of the B&O tax, in which you pay on gross
receipts, regardless on profit or loss.
 
Let’s say you do well and have total income of $750,000, that's a great thing and you contribute 2.25% of the
income in excess of $250,000. That would be $11,250, leaving you with $738,750. And you are contributing to
revenue that will lower regressive taxes, like the property tax and sales tax. I don't think there is much to complain
about this. In fact, there is very good reason to laud Councilmemember Burgess for his advocacy and leadership
on this issue.
 
Feel free to send on this explanation to your business friends. 
 
John
 
 
John R. Burbank
Executive Director
Economic Opportunity Institute
603 Stewart St., Suite 715
Seattle WA  98101
 
206-755-5969/cell
206-529-6345/office
 
"Building an economy that works - for everyone."
 
 
 
 

mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov
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mailto:Tim.Burgess@seattle.gov


 
 
 
From: Rep. Noel Frame [mailto:noel@noelframe.com] 
Sent: Thursday, July 06, 2017 6:35 PM
To: John Burbank <john@eoionline.org>
Subject: Inadvertently including LLCs, S-Corps and Sole Proprietorships?
 
Hi John,
 
I just saw a post from a Democrat who is a small biz owner saying by using line 22 of IRS
Form 1040 ("total income"), we're inadvertently hitting LLCs, S-Corporations and sole
proprietorships.
 
If that is true, I want to make sure it's corrected to the best of our ability before the ordinance
goes through. We do not want to animate the small business community against this. We just
did with our proposed B&O increase in the state revenue package and it's really not a fun
fight. Mostly because its a lot of little guys that we want to help, not hurt. And the B&O tax on
gross, rather than net, receipts already sucks for them. 
 
Can you let me know if this is accurate and, if so, how we resolve? You know I'm a big
supporter of this proposal, generally, and the implications it could have for the state. Just want
to make sure we get it right. Thanks!
 
Noel
 
--

State Rep. Noel Frame
(She / Her / Hers)
206-701-0344
www.noelframe.com
Facebook
Twitter
Are you receiving campaign updates? If not, sign up here:Up Time Technology has detected
a possible fraud attempt from "eepurl.com" claiming to be  http://eepurl.com/kcq9f!
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From: John Burbank
To: Herbold, Lisa; Sawant, Kshama
Cc: Aldrich, Newell; Katie Wilson; Virdone, Ted; Claire Tonry
Subject: RE: Income tax council bill is introduced, and live on the web
Date: Monday, June 19, 2017 10:07:40 PM

This is good and beautiful work.  I reviewed the ordinance and fiscal note.  Now we get to see who
pops their heads up! 
 
No ordinance is perfect. This isn’t either.  But it is damn close. 
 
Thank you.
 
John
 

From: Aldrich, Newell [mailto:Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov] 
Sent: Monday, June 19, 2017 3:35 PM
To: John Burbank <john@eoionline.org>; Katie Wilson <katie@transitriders.org>
Subject: Income tax council bill is introduced, and live on the web
 
It’s now live on the City Clerk’s website as Council Bill 119002, linked here. Also live is the summary
and fiscal note, which lists estimated implementation costs and other details.
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Cc: Claire Tonry
Subject: Income Tax Meeting Week 1

Topic: Who & What's taxed: AGI vs. unearned income; residents vs. Seattle employees

 

Here are the topics for the following meetings:

*         Week 2: The threshold(s) above which income is taxed; At what percentage(s) income is taxed; Estimates for revenue for reach iteration;
Dedication of revenue raised

*         Week 3: Enforcement and penalties; infrastructure costs; apportionment
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Here are the topics for the following meetings:

*         Week 2: The threshold(s) above which income is taxed; At what percentage(s) income is taxed; Estimates for revenue for reach iteration;
Dedication of revenue raised

*         Week 3: Enforcement and penalties; infrastructure costs; apportionment
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From: Herbold, Lisa
To: Noble, Ben; Sawant, Kshama; "Katie Wilson"; "John Burbank"; Liebermann, Rebekah; Aldrich, Newell; Eder, Dan;

"Claire Tonry"; "clairetonry@gmail.com"; Fibbs, Shino; Sund, Erik; Caldirola-Davis, Carlo; Lee, Glen; Chen,
William; greg.wong@pacificalawgroup.com; Virdone, Ted; Seu, Carlton; Meyer, Kent; Narver, Gregory; Hugh
Spitzer; Johnson, Julie; "Knoll D. Lowney"; Paul Lawrence; Jamie Lisagor

Subject: Income Tax Meeting Week 3

Your meeting was found to be out of date and has been automatically updated.

________________________________

Sent by Microsoft Exchange Server
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From: Herbold, Lisa
To: Noble, Ben; Sawant, Kshama; "Katie Wilson"; "John Burbank"; Liebermann, Rebekah; Aldrich, Newell; Eder, Dan;

"Claire Tonry"; "clairetonry@gmail.com"; Fibbs, Shino; Sund, Erik; Caldirola-Davis, Carlo; Lee, Glen; Chen,
William; greg.wong@pacificalawgroup.com; Virdone, Ted; Seu, Carlton; Meyer, Kent; Narver, Gregory; Hugh
Spitzer; Johnson, Julie; "Knoll D. Lowney"; Paul Lawrence; Jamie Lisagor

Subject: Income Tax Meeting Week 3

Your meeting was found to be out of date and has been automatically updated.

________________________________

Sent by Microsoft Exchange Server
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From: Herbold, Lisa
To: Noble, Ben; Sawant, Kshama; "Katie Wilson"; "John Burbank"; Liebermann, Rebekah; Aldrich, Newell; Eder, Dan;

"Claire Tonry"; "clairetonry@gmail.com"; Fibbs, Shino; Sund, Erik; Caldirola-Davis, Carlo; Lee, Glen; Chen,
William; Herbold, Lisa; Greg Wong; Virdone, Ted; Seu, Carlton; Meyer, Kent; Narver, Gregory; Hugh Spitzer;
Johnson, Julie; "Knoll D. Lowney"; Paul Lawrence; Jamie Lisagor

Subject: Income Tax Meeting Week 3

Topics: Enforcement and penalties; infrastructure costs; apportionment
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From: Herbold, Lisa
To: Noble, Ben; Sawant, Kshama; "Katie Wilson"; "John Burbank"; Liebermann, Rebekah; Aldrich, Newell; Eder, Dan;

"Claire Tonry"; "clairetonry@gmail.com"; Fibbs, Shino; Sund, Erik; Caldirola-Davis, Carlo; Lee, Glen; Chen,
William; greg.wong@pacificalawgroup.com; Virdone, Ted; Seu, Carlton; Meyer, Kent; Narver, Gregory; Hugh
Spitzer; Johnson, Julie; "Knoll D. Lowney"; Paul Lawrence; Jamie Lisagor

Subject: Income Tax Meeting Week 3

Your meeting was found to be out of date and has been automatically updated.

________________________________

Sent by Microsoft Exchange Server
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From: John Burbank
To: Kshama Sawant (kshamavsawant@gmail.com); Sawant, Kshama
Subject: FW: Income Tax Next 3 Meetings
Date: Wednesday, May 31, 2017 7:01:05 PM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png
image003.png
image004.png

Dear Kshama,
 
You asked about this today.  The meeting is for Friday, 2 – 4 PM. A good way to ramp up to the
weekend!
 
Take care.  We are making great progress, thanks to your persistent leadership and belief.
 
John
 

From: Clardy, Alex [mailto:Alex.Clardy@seattle.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 5:31 PM
To: Noble, Ben <Ben.Noble@seattle.gov>; Sawant, Kshama <Kshama.Sawant@seattle.gov>; 'Katie
Wilson' <katie@transitriders.org>; John Burbank <john@eoionline.org>; Liebermann, Rebekah
<Rebekah.Liebermann@seattle.gov>; Aldrich, Newell <Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>; Eder, Dan
<Dan.Eder@seattle.gov>; 'Claire Tonry' <clairet@igc.org>; 'clairetonry@gmail.com'
<clairetonry@gmail.com>; Fibbs, Shino <Shino.Fibbs@seattle.gov>; Sund, Erik
<Erik.Sund@seattle.gov>; Caldirola-Davis, Carlo <Carlo.Caldirola-Davis@Seattle.Gov>; Lee, Glen
<Glen.Lee@seattle.gov>; Chen, William <William.Chen@seattle.gov>; Herbold, Lisa
<Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov>; Greg Wong <Greg.Wong@pacificalawgroup.com>; Virdone, Ted
<Ted.Virdone@seattle.gov>; Seu, Carlton <Carlton.Seu@seattle.gov>; Meyer, Kent
<Kent.Meyer@seattle.gov>; Narver, Gregory <Gregory.Narver@seattle.gov>; Hugh Spitzer
<spitzerhd@gmail.com>; Johnson, Julie <Julie.Johnson@seattle.gov>; 'Knoll D. Lowney'
<knoll@smithandlowney.com>; Paul Lawrence <Paul.Lawrence@pacificalawgroup.com>; Jamie
Lisagor <Jamie.Lisagor@pacificalawgroup.com>
Subject: RE: Income Tax Next 3 Meetings
 
Hello everyone,
 

I am finalizing the meeting for the third week. The meeting will take place Friday, June 2nd from
2:00pm – 4:00pm. I will send an Outlook appointment shortly.
 
The topic of discussion will be: Enforcement and penalties; infrastructure costs; apportionment.
 
Thank you,
 
Alex Clardy
Legislative Assistant
Seattle City Councilmember Lisa Herbold, District 1

mailto:kshamavsawant@gmail.com
mailto:Kshama.Sawant@seattle.gov






206.386.1856
 
P. S. Please feel free to click on this link to sign up for weekly blog posts!

                        
 

From: Clardy, Alex 
Sent: Thursday, May 18, 2017 3:40 PM
To: Noble, Ben <Ben.Noble@seattle.gov>; Sawant, Kshama <Kshama.Sawant@seattle.gov>; 'Katie
Wilson' <katie@transitriders.org>; 'John Burbank' <john@eoionline.org>; Liebermann, Rebekah
<Rebekah.Liebermann@seattle.gov>; Aldrich, Newell <Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>; 'John Gibson'
<gibsoneconomics@comcast.net>; Eder, Dan <Dan.Eder@seattle.gov>; 'Michael Tamayo'
<mtamayo@washingtonea.org>; 'Claire Tonry' <clairet@igc.org>; 'clairetonry@gmail.com'
<clairetonry@gmail.com>; Fibbs, Shino <Shino.Fibbs@seattle.gov>; Sund, Erik
<Erik.Sund@seattle.gov>; Caldirola-Davis, Carlo <Carlo.Caldirola-Davis@Seattle.Gov>; Lee, Glen
<Glen.Lee@seattle.gov>; Chen, William <William.Chen@seattle.gov>; Herbold, Lisa
<Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov>; 'greg.wong@pacificalawgroup.com'
<greg.wong@pacificalawgroup.com>; Virdone, Ted <Ted.Virdone@seattle.gov>; Seu, Carlton
<Carlton.Seu@seattle.gov>; Meyer, Kent <Kent.Meyer@seattle.gov>; Narver, Gregory
<Gregory.Narver@seattle.gov>; 'Hugh Spitzer' <spitzerhd@gmail.com>; Johnson, Julie
<Julie.Johnson@seattle.gov>; 'Knoll D. Lowney' <knoll@smithandlowney.com>
Subject: RE: Income Tax Next 3 Meetings
 
Everyone,
 

I’m following up to finalize the week 2 meeting. The meeting will take place Wednesday the 24th

between 2:30pm and 4:30pm. I will send an Outlook appointment shortly.
 
The topic of discussion will be: The threshold(s) above which income is taxed; At what percentage(s)
income is taxed; Estimates for revenue for reach iteration; Dedication of revenue raised.
 
I will send another email once the third week is finalized, but the topics will be: Enforcement and
penalties; infrastructure costs; apportionment
 
Thank you,
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Alex Clardy
Legislative Assistant
Seattle City Councilmember Lisa Herbold, District 1
206.386.1856
 
P. S. Please feel free to click on this link to sign up for weekly blog posts!

                        
 

From: Clardy, Alex 
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2017 4:30 PM
To: Noble, Ben <Ben.Noble@seattle.gov>; Sawant, Kshama <Kshama.Sawant@seattle.gov>; 'Katie
Wilson' <katie@transitriders.org>; 'John Burbank' <john@eoionline.org>; Liebermann, Rebekah
<Rebekah.Liebermann@seattle.gov>; Aldrich, Newell <Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>; 'John Gibson'
<gibsoneconomics@comcast.net>; Eder, Dan <Dan.Eder@seattle.gov>; 'Michael Tamayo'
<mtamayo@washingtonea.org>; 'Claire Tonry' <clairet@igc.org>; 'clairetonry@gmail.com'
<clairetonry@gmail.com>; Fibbs, Shino <Shino.Fibbs@seattle.gov>; Sund, Erik
<Erik.Sund@seattle.gov>; Caldirola-Davis, Carlo <Carlo.Caldirola-Davis@Seattle.Gov>; Lee, Glen
<Glen.Lee@seattle.gov>; Chen, William <William.Chen@seattle.gov>; Herbold, Lisa
<Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov>; 'greg.wong@pacificalawgroup.com'
<greg.wong@pacificalawgroup.com>; Virdone, Ted <Ted.Virdone@seattle.gov>; Seu, Carlton
<Carlton.Seu@seattle.gov>; Meyer, Kent <Kent.Meyer@seattle.gov>; Narver, Gregory
<Gregory.Narver@seattle.gov>; 'Hugh Spitzer' <spitzerhd@gmail.com>; Johnson, Julie
<Julie.Johnson@seattle.gov>; 'knoll@igc.org' <knoll@igc.org>
Subject: RE: Income Tax Next 3 Meetings
 
Hello everyone,
 
I am finalizing this week’s meeting:
 

Friday the 19th, 10:30am – 12:30pm. This will most likely be located in the Al Rochester room

located on the 2nd floor. I will confirm with a calendar appointment.
Topic: Who & What's taxed: AGI vs. unearned income; residents vs. Seattle employees
 

For week two, I’m adding an additional proposed time: Tuesday, May 23rd, 12:00pm – 2:00pm.
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Please let me know if you are able to make this or not. I will send out additional Outlook
appointments as soon as I am able to confirm the times.
 
Here are the topics for the following meetings:

·         Week 2: The threshold(s) above which income is taxed; At what percentage(s) income is
taxed; Estimates for revenue for reach iteration; Dedication of revenue raised

·         Week 3: Enforcement and penalties; infrastructure costs; apportionment
 
Thank you,
 
Alex Clardy
Legislative Assistant
Seattle City Councilmember Lisa Herbold, District 1
206.386.1856
 
P. S. Please feel free to click on this link to sign up for weekly blog posts!

                        
 

From: Clardy, Alex 
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 3:29 PM
To: Noble, Ben <Ben.Noble@seattle.gov>; Sawant, Kshama <Kshama.Sawant@seattle.gov>; 'Katie
Wilson' <katie@transitriders.org>; 'John Burbank' <john@eoionline.org>; Liebermann, Rebekah
<Rebekah.Liebermann@seattle.gov>; Aldrich, Newell <Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>; 'John Gibson'
<gibsoneconomics@comcast.net>; Eder, Dan <Dan.Eder@seattle.gov>; 'Michael Tamayo'
<mtamayo@washingtonea.org>; 'Claire Tonry' <clairet@igc.org>; 'clairetonry@gmail.com'
<clairetonry@gmail.com>; Fibbs, Shino <Shino.Fibbs@seattle.gov>; Sund, Erik
<Erik.Sund@seattle.gov>; Caldirola-Davis, Carlo <Carlo.Caldirola-Davis@Seattle.Gov>; Lee, Glen
<Glen.Lee@seattle.gov>; Chen, William <William.Chen@seattle.gov>; Herbold, Lisa
<Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov>; 'greg.wong@pacificalawgroup.com'
<greg.wong@pacificalawgroup.com>; 'spith@uw.edu' <spith@uw.edu>; Virdone, Ted
<Ted.Virdone@seattle.gov>
Subject: Income Tax Next 3 Meetings
 
Hello everyone,
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We need to setup three additional meetings. One a week for the next three weeks. Please let me
know your preference for each of these meetings and I will send out outlook appointments when
they are finalized. I understand that each of these meetings needs to be 2-hours long. I will propose
a few times for each week:
 

Week of the 15th meeting:

·         Wednesday the 17th, 3:00pm – 5:00pm

·         Thursday the 18th, 3:00pm – 5:00pm

·         Friday the 19th, 10:00am – 12:00pm  or 2:00pm – 4:00pm
 

Week of the 22nd meeting:

·         Tuesday the 23rd, 1:00pm – 3:00pm or 2:00 – 4:00pm

·         Wednesday the 24th, 2:30pm – 4:30pm

·         Thursday the 25th, 2:30pm – 4:30pm
 

Week of the 29th meeting:

·         Thursday the 1st, 9:00am – 11:00am

·         Friday the 2nd, 2:00pm – 4:00pm
 
Thank you,
 
Alex Clardy
Legislative Assistant
Seattle City Councilmember Lisa Herbold, District 1
206.386.1856
 
P. S. Please feel free to click on this link to sign up for weekly blog posts!
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From: John Burbank
To: Herbold, Lisa; lisalouh@hotmail.com; Claire Tonry; Katie Wilson; Burgess, Tim; Aldrich, Newell
Subject: income tax ordinance
Date: Friday, July 14, 2017 9:09:24 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Good news.
 
I just talked with Ben Noble.  The Mayor will sign the ordinance at 11 AM and then Ben will walk it
down to the City Clerk’s office to get a number for it. 
 
And he will let me know when it is accomplished. 
 
So we push along!
 
And next Friday we will have a celebratory signing ceremony!
 
John
 
John R. Burbank
Executive Director
Economic Opportunity Institute
603 Stewart St., Suite 715
Seattle WA  98101
 
206-755-5969/cell
206-529-6345/office
 
Building an economy that works - for everyone.
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From: John Burbank
To: Burgess, Tim
Cc: Claire Tonry; Katie Wilson; Herbold, Lisa; Aldrich, Newell
Subject: income tax ordinance amendments
Date: Wednesday, June 21, 2017 4:44:36 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Four suggested amendments.docx

Tim,
 
Just to let you know, I have reached out to Guadalupe and Adrienne of Local 17 to approach Debora
about the small amendment adding mental health and public health (amendment #1), and I reached
out to Sally about adding in the homelessness state of emergency (amendment #4).  Lisa said we can
just incorporate the small changes in amendment #2 in the substitute bill.  So we will see how this
pulls together. 
 
I would appreciate it if you could consider my slight rewriting for amendment #3. 
 
Thanks.
 
John
 
John R. Burbank
Executive Director
Economic Opportunity Institute
603 Stewart St., Suite 715
Seattle WA  98101
 
206-755-5969/cell
206-529-6345/office
 
Building an economy that works - for everyone.
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Four suggested amendments: 

 the first highlighted in yellow, adds reference to mental health and public health;  

the second highlighted in green, wording is more effective

the third is highlighted in turquoise, adds detail and references to Pre-K and community college tuition  

the fourth is highlighted in teal, adds reference to homelessness state of emergency as one of the restricted uses of funds.

CITY OF SEATTLE    Income Tax Ordinance



ORDINANCE __________________



COUNCIL BILL __________________



title



AN ORDINANCE imposing an income tax on high-income residents; providing solutions for lowering the property tax burden and the impact of other regressive taxes, replacing federal funding potentially lost through federal budget cuts, providing public services, including housing, education, and transit, and creating green jobs and meeting carbon reduction goals; and adding a new Chapter 5.65 to the Seattle Municipal Code.



body



BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY OF SEATTLE AS FOLLOWS:



Section 1.                     The City Council finds and declares as follows:



                     1.                     Seattle is a growing and prosperous city that can offer great schools, good jobs, and healthy communities for all. However, Seattle faces many urgent challenges, including a homelessness state of emergency; an affordable housing crisis;  inadequate provision of mental and public health services; the growing demand for  increased demand for City services, including housing, education, and transit; education equity and racial achievement gaps; escalating threats from climate change; and the threat of imminent and drastic reductions in federal funding.



2.                     Seattle’s robust economic growth has created significant opportunity and wealth, but it has also increased the lack of affordable housing, which is a significant financial strain on low- and middle-income households.



3.                     Seattle is experiencing three-percent population growth, making it the fastest growing major city in the United States and pushing our population over 700,000, which has increased the public need and demand for burden on City services, including housing, education, and transit.



4.                     Despite increased City funding and intensely focused efforts by City staff and non-profit agencies, the scope and nature of homelessness has grown and worsened since the Mayor declared a state of emergency on November 2, 2015, and the City Council ratified that declaration. There are now over 3,000 homeless students in Seattle Public Schools. The 2017 Seattle/King County Point-in-Time Count of Persons Experiencing Homelessness found over 8,500 homeless individuals in Seattle. Substantially more resources are necessary to address this crisis.



5.                     Washington State has among the most regressive tax systems in the United States. According to the Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy, Washington State households with incomes below $21,000 paid on average 16.8 percent of their income in state and local taxes in 2015, whereas households with income in excess of $500,000 paid only 2.4 percent. Seattle’s sales tax, which is a highly regressive method of taxation, is among the highest in Washington State, with its total sales tax rate exceeding 10 percent. Regressive taxes such as the sales tax unfairly burden those who are least able to pay the taxes. As a result, regressive taxes contribute to the financial strain on low- and middle-income households, deepen poverty, diminish opportunity for low and middle-income families, disproportionately harm communities of color, hinder efforts toward establishing a more equitable city, and protect and reinforce the privilege of the wealthy.



6.                     The President of the United States has proposed to imminently eliminate millions of dollars per year from Seattle’s budget both directly and indirectly through cuts to state funding. Without additional revenue tools, Seattle is in a weak position to respond to proposed federal budget cuts.



7.                     Additional revenue tools are necessary to address the City’s education equity and racial achievement gaps, recognizing that dedicated city funding for the Seattle Preschool Program is insufficient to meet the goals for universal pre-K, as approved by the voters, and that the city’s funding for Seattle Colleges’ 13th Year Promise Scholarship program falls short in providing community college tuition for both years for all qualified and interested high school graduates and GED certificate achievers.  The City has made investments in its children to address education equity and racial achievement gaps that persist in the City, such as through creation and support for the Seattle Preschool Program, the Families and Education Levy, and college and career readiness and success programs. But additional revenue tools are necessary to address the City’s education equity and racial achievement gaps.



8.                     In recognition of the serious threat of worsening climate change, Seattle has adopted a goal of achieving zero net greenhouse gas emissions by 2050, and a Climate Action Plan to achieve that goal, and additional resources are needed to meet this goal. Meanwhile, the United States has indicated its intent to withdraw from the Paris Agreement and demonstrated no commitment to slowing climate change, heightening the urgency of local action.



9.                     Seattle’s urgent funding needs should be met through a tax on individual residents with total income above $250,000 per year ($500,000 for joint filers).



10.                     According to the Tax Foundation, as of 2011, nearly 5,000 local governments levied local income taxes, providing a critical source of revenue to meet local needs.



11.                     An income tax on high-income residents provides a progressive revenue source to fund the crucial needs listed above and will help the City continue to grow and thrive for all of its citizens.



12.                     Based on information and data from the City Budget Office, testimony and other information and materials provided and available to the City Council and its committees, the City Council has determined that a tax on total income in excess of $250,000 per year for an individual (and $500,000 for joint filers) does not interfere with the right to earn wages within the City or with the ability of individuals and households to amply provide for a high quality of life.



13.                     Individuals earning total income above $250,000 per year tend to have a diversified income base; typically derive income from ownership, managerial, and/or profit-sharing interests in businesses; and are not solely or primarily dependent on wages for their income.



14.                     The City of Seattle, as a Washington first-class city with extensive powers, including without limitation all the powers which are conferred upon other classes of cities and towns, possesses in the legislative body of the City Council “all powers of taxation for local purposes except those which are expressly preempted by the state” and also has the authority to impose excise taxes for any lawful purpose and on any lawful activity, as provided by RCW 35A.11.020, 35.22.280(32), 35A.82.020, and 35.22.570.



Section 2.                      A new Chapter 5.65 is added to the Seattle Municipal Code as follows:



Chapter 5.65 INCOME TAX ON HIGH-INCOME RESIDENTS



5.65.010 Use of tax receipts



A.                     All receipts from the tax levied in this Chapter 5.65 shall be restricted in use and shall be used only for: (1) lowering the property tax burden and the impact of other regressive taxes; (2) addressing  the Homelessness State of Emergency; (32) replacing federal funding potentially lost through federal budget cuts; (43) providing public services, including housing, education, and transit; (54) creating green jobs and meeting carbon reduction goals; and (65) administering and implementing the tax levied by this Chapter 5.65.



B.                     Any changes to the purposes in subsection 5.65.010.A must be approved by ordinance and be subject to a public hearing and any applicable race and social justice initiative analysis.



Four suggested amendments: 



 



 



the 



first



 



highlighted in yellow



, adds reference to mental health and public health



;



 



 



 



the



 



second highlighted in



 



green, wording is more effective



 



the third is highlighted in turquoise, adds detail and references to Pre



-



K and community college tuition



 



 



 



the fourth is highlighted 



in 



teal, adds reference to homelessness state of emergency



 



as one of the 



restricted uses of funds.
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From: John Burbank
To: Holmes, Peter
Cc: Katie Wilson; Herbold, Lisa
Subject: July 10th pre-council celebration
Date: Thursday, July 06, 2017 9:26:10 AM

Dear Pete,
 
We are planning a pre-celebration on Monday at 12:30, in advance of the city council meeting to

consider the local income tax ordinance.  We have reserved the 4th avenue plaza just outside of city
hall.  We expect a big crowd.  It would be great to have you there and have you speak, in anticipation
of the city council actions at 2 PM.  Your leadership and your investment of legal minds and
resources has given this approach the best standing for legal defense which we could have
anticipated.  Thank you. 
 
Please let me know if you think you could come for a few minutes.
 
Thanks.
 
John
 
 
John R. Burbank
Executive Director
Economic Opportunity Institute
603 Stewart St., Suite 715
Seattle WA  98101
 
206-755-5969/cell
206-529-6345/office
 
"Building an economy that works - for everyone."
 
 
 

mailto:Peter.Holmes@seattle.gov
mailto:katie@transitriders.org
mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov


From: John Burbank
To: Bagshaw, Sally
Cc: Katie Wilson
Subject: July 10th pre-council celebration
Date: Thursday, July 06, 2017 9:23:32 AM

Dear Sally,
 
We are planning a pre-celebration on Monday at 12:30, in advance of the city council meeting at

which the local income tax ordinance will be considered.  We have reserved the 4th avenue plaza
just outside of city hall.  We expect a big crowd.  It would be great to have you there and have you
speak, in anticipation of the city council actions at 2 PM.  Your support for this approach has been
most helpful.
 
Please let me know if you think you could come for a few minutes.
 
Thanks.
 
John
 
 
John R. Burbank
Executive Director
Economic Opportunity Institute
603 Stewart St., Suite 715
Seattle WA  98101
 
206-755-5969/cell
206-529-6345/office
 
"Building an economy that works - for everyone."
 
 
 

mailto:Sally.Bagshaw@seattle.gov
mailto:katie@transitriders.org


From: John Burbank
To: Juarez, Debora
Cc: Katie Wilson
Subject: July 10th pre-council celebration
Date: Thursday, July 06, 2017 9:20:58 AM

Dear Councilmember Juarez,
 
We are planning a pre-celebration on Monday at 12:30, in advance of the city council meeting at

which the local income tax ordinance will be considered.  We have reserved the 4th avenue plaza
just outside of city hall.  We expect a big crowd.  It would be great to have you there and have you
speak, in anticipation of the city council actions at 2 PM. 
 
Please let me know if you think you could come for a few minutes.
 
Thanks.
 
John
 
 
John R. Burbank
Executive Director
Economic Opportunity Institute
603 Stewart St., Suite 715
Seattle WA  98101
 
206-755-5969/cell
206-529-6345/office
 
"Building an economy that works - for everyone."
 
 
 

mailto:Debora.Juarez@seattle.gov
mailto:katie@transitriders.org


From: John Burbank
To: Harrell, Bruce
Cc: Katie Wilson
Subject: July 10th pre-council celebration
Date: Thursday, July 06, 2017 9:19:30 AM

Dear President Harrell,
 
We are planning a pre-celebration on Monday at 12:30, in advance of the city council meeting.  We

have reserved the 4th avenue plaza just outside of city hall.  We expect a big crowd.  It would be
great to have you there and have you speak, in anticipation of the city council actions at 2 PM.  Your

sponsorship of the May 1st resolution got the ball rolling on this.   
 
Please let me know if you think you could come for a few minutes.
 
Thanks.
 
John
 
 
John R. Burbank
Executive Director
Economic Opportunity Institute
603 Stewart St., Suite 715
Seattle WA  98101
 
206-755-5969/cell
206-529-6345/office
 
"Building an economy that works - for everyone."
 
 
 

mailto:Bruce.Harrell@seattle.gov
mailto:katie@transitriders.org


From: John Burbank
To: Johnson, Rob
Cc: Katie Wilson
Subject: July 10th pre-council celebration
Date: Thursday, July 06, 2017 9:17:53 AM

Dear Rob,
 
We are planning a pre-celebration on Monday at 12:30, in advance of the city council meeting.  We

have reserved the 4th avenue plaza just outside of city hall.  We expect a big crowd.  It would be
great to have you there and have you speak, in anticipation of the city council actions at 2 PM.  Your
amendments have made a good income tax measure even better. 
 
Please let me know if you think you could come for a few minutes.
 
Thanks.
 
John
 
 
John R. Burbank
Executive Director
Economic Opportunity Institute
603 Stewart St., Suite 715
Seattle WA  98101
 
206-755-5969/cell
206-529-6345/office
 
"Building an economy that works - for everyone."
 
 
 

mailto:Rob.Johnson@seattle.gov
mailto:katie@transitriders.org


From: John Burbank
To: Sawant, Kshama
Cc: Katie Wilson
Subject: July 10th pre-council celebration
Date: Thursday, July 06, 2017 9:16:55 AM

Dear Kshama,
 
AS you know, we are planning a pre-celebration on Monday at 12:30, in advance of the city council

meeting.  We have reserved the 4th avenue plaza just outside of city hall.  We expect a big crowd.  It
would be great to have you there and have you speak, in anticipation of the city council actions at 2
PM.  Your leadership has made this possible!
 
Please let me know if you think you could come for a few minutes.
 
Thanks.
 
John
 
 
John R. Burbank
Executive Director
Economic Opportunity Institute
603 Stewart St., Suite 715
Seattle WA  98101
 
206-755-5969/cell
206-529-6345/office
 
"Building an economy that works - for everyone."
 
 
 

mailto:Kshama.Sawant@seattle.gov
mailto:katie@transitriders.org


From: John Burbank
To: Burgess, Tim
Cc: Chen, William; Katie Wilson
Subject: July 10th pre-council celebration
Date: Thursday, July 06, 2017 9:16:05 AM

Dear Tim,
 
We are planning a pre-celebration on Monday at 12:30, in advance of the city council meeting.  We

have reserved the 4th avenue plaza just outside of city hall.  We expect a big crowd.  It would be
great to have you there and have you speak, in anticipation of the city council actions at 2 PM.  Your
leadership through the committee process has made this possible. 
 
Please let me know if you think you could come for a few minutes.
 
Thanks.
 
John
 
 
John R. Burbank
Executive Director
Economic Opportunity Institute
603 Stewart St., Suite 715
Seattle WA  98101
 
206-755-5969/cell
206-529-6345/office
 
"Building an economy that works - for everyone."
 
 
 

mailto:Tim.Burgess@seattle.gov
mailto:William.Chen@seattle.gov
mailto:katie@transitriders.org


From: John Burbank
To: Herbold, Lisa; Aldrich, Newell
Cc: Katie Wilson
Subject: July 10th pre-council celebration
Date: Thursday, July 06, 2017 9:09:28 AM

Dear Lisa,
 
We are planning a pre-celebration on Monday at 12:30, in advance of the city council meeting.  We

have reserved the 4th avenue plaza just outside of city hall.  We expect a big crowd.  It would be
great to have you there and have you speak, in anticipation of the city council actions at 2 PM.  Your
leadership has made this possible.  In fact, no one can hold a candle to you!
 
Please let me know if you think you could come for a few minutes.
 
Thanks.
 
John
 
 
John R. Burbank
Executive Director
Economic Opportunity Institute
603 Stewart St., Suite 715
Seattle WA  98101
 
206-755-5969/cell
206-529-6345/office
 
"Building an economy that works - for everyone."
 
 
 

mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov
mailto:Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov
mailto:katie@transitriders.org


From: John Burbank
To: Reiter, Cody; Gonzalez, Lorena
Cc: Katie Wilson
Subject: July 10th pre-council celebration
Date: Thursday, July 06, 2017 9:07:13 AM

Dear Lorena,
 
It was great to spend some time with you in celebration of paid family leave yesterday.  Thank you
for coming down to Olympia for this bill signing and the beginning of a new era for workers and
families in our state.  And thank you especially for your leadership in making this happen.
 
We are planning a pre-celebration on Monday at 12:30, in advance of the city council meeting.  We

have reserved the 4th avenue plaza just outside of city hall.  We expect a big crowd.  It would be
great to have you there and have you speak, in anticipation of the city council actions at 2 PM.  Your
words have been incredibly helpful in moving along the local income tax and positively answering
the legal challenges.
 
Please let me know if you think you could come for a few minutes.
 
Thanks.
 
John
 
 
John R. Burbank
Executive Director
Economic Opportunity Institute
603 Stewart St., Suite 715
Seattle WA  98101
 
206-755-5969/cell
206-529-6345/office
 
"Building an economy that works - for everyone."
 
 
 

mailto:Cody.Reiter@seattle.gov
mailto:Lorena.Gonzalez@seattle.gov
mailto:katie@transitriders.org


From: John Burbank
To: Herbold, Lisa
Cc: Aldrich, Newell
Subject: RE: Leading our city and state - Thank you!
Date: Friday, July 14, 2017 5:30:57 PM

No problem!  J

 

From: Herbold, Lisa [mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov] 
Sent: Friday, July 14, 2017 5:12 PM
To: John Burbank <john@eoionline.org>
Cc: Aldrich, Newell <Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov>
Subject: RE: Leading our city and state - Thank you!
 

Newell found some problems with your assumptions.  I’ll let him explain next week.

 

From: John Burbank [mailto:john@eoionline.org] 
Sent: Friday, July 14, 2017 5:08 PM
To: Herbold, Lisa <Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov>
Subject: RE: Leading our city and state - Thank you!
 

Did you send this out yet?

Actually, city spending from the general fund has gone down by $52 per person compared to 2010. 
See attached. 

 

It is great, in any case!

 

And you have been the most important leader in making this happen.

 

Have a good weekend.

 

John

 

 

 

From: Herbold, Lisa [mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov] 
Sent: Friday, July 14, 2017 4:29 PM
To: John Burbank <john@eoionline.org>
Subject: RE: Leading our city and state - Thank you!
 

The City Council has unanimously voted to begin addressing the regressive nature of our tax system,

mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov
mailto:Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov
mailto:john@eoionline.org
mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov
mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov
mailto:john@eoionline.org


and move toward tax fairness.  On Monday, July 10 the Council passed legislation that I co-
sponsored to establish a tax on high incomes. Thank you for writing me about this.

This vote occurred after a public hearing and discussion over four meetings in the Affordable
Housing, Neighborhoods and Finance Committee. 

This legislation is an important step for Seattle as well as Washington State.  In Seattle, we have an
increasing affordability gap between the have and have nots. The middle class is being squeezed as
well. And one of the reasons is our outdated, regressive and unfair tax structure.  In Washington
State, we have the most regressive tax structure in the nation. Local economist Dick Conway has
noted we finish last when you consider fairness, transparency, adequacy, stability, and economic
vitality.

The importance of lowering the property tax burden in Seattle was placed in stark relief by the state
legislature’s passage of a school funding measure that will increase property taxes by $460 for a
median home in Seattle. 63% of Seattle voters supported Initiative 1098 for a comparable state tax;
a KING 5/KUOW poll in June showed 66% support, with 23% opposed.
 
The Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy (ITEP) found in 2015  that state and local taxes paid by
the 20 percent of Washington families with the lowest incomes amounted to 16.8 percent of their
income. In contrast, the tax burden for the top one percent of families with the highest incomes was
2.4 percent of their income, less than ½ the 5.6  percent average of the  41  states with an income
tax. A similar dynamic exists for business taxes, with the smallest 20% of businesses paying 4.8%, and
the top 1% paying 0.7% in taxes. That’s why I supported an amendment to include potential
reduction of the B&O tax for smaller businesses.
 
The Washington State Republican party recently sent out a document full of half-truths and scare
tactics, while encouraging Seattle residents to break the law by not paying the tax.  Here is my
response.

WHO IS TAXED?
The legislation would establish a tax of 2.25% on only the income of Seattle residents over $250,000
for single filers, or income above $500,000 for married couples filing jointly. So for a single filer with
income of $300,000, only the $50,000 over $250,000 would be taxed, for a total of $1125, or 0.038
percent of their total income.

Some suggested that instead of taxing Seattle residents we tax income earned in Seattle. This
approach would create be significantly more complicated to administer, would require businesses to
withhold income, and cost much more to implement. That seemed neither feasible nor desirable.

The Council received late-breaking concerns about the impact of legislation on LLCs, S-Corporations,
and Sole-Proprietorships; here’s a link to a document that addresses concern regarding business
income.  In short, the tax will not be levied against business revenues that are used to offset
business expenses or losses.

Further, local income taxes are deductible from federal income taxes, provided you do not deduct
sales tax.
 
WHAT WILL THE INCOME TAX REVENUE FUND?
The legislation restricts the tax revenue used to: (1) lowering the property tax burden and the
impact of other regressive taxes, including the business and occupation tax; (2) replacing funding

http://seattle.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3085475&GUID=03909BA9-0535-4A39-9B4A-7C561C7A604D&FullText=1
http://seattle.legistar.com/DepartmentDetail.aspx?ID=32459&GUID=CC0E112A-0B69-45BB-A9BA-73FD2FA34678&Search=
http://seattle.legistar.com/DepartmentDetail.aspx?ID=32459&GUID=CC0E112A-0B69-45BB-A9BA-73FD2FA34678&Search=
https://itep.org/whopays/#The%2010%20Most%20Regressive%20State%20&%20Local%20Tax%20Systems
http://www.economicforecaster.com/a/visitors/Washington_Tax_System_Dysfunction_and_Reform.pdf
http://kuow.org/post/poll-seattle-favors-income-tax-rezoning-not-youth-jail
https://itep.org/whopays/washington/
https://itep.org/fairness-matters-a-chart-book-on-who-pays-state-and-local-taxes/#chart6
https://itep.org/wp-content/uploads/washington.pdf
http://herbold.seattle.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/The-Dirty-Dozen-reply.pdf
http://herbold.seattle.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/The-Dirty-Dozen-reply.pdf
http://herbold.seattle.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Business-Income-and-Seattle-Income-Tax.pdf


lost through federal cuts or responding to changes in federal policy; (3) providing services, including
housing, education, and transit; (4) creating green jobs and meeting carbon reduction goals; and (5)
and implementing the tax.
 
HOW WILL THE TAX BE ADMINISTERED?
Only residents with qualifying incomes will need to file with the City.  The legislation was designed to
minimize the cost of implementation and reporting requirements. Residents with qualifying incomes
will file their income as listed on line 22 on IRS form 1040.
 
The tax will go into effect on January 1, 2018 with reporting due by April 15, 2019. Extensions for
filing granted by the IRS will automatically apply.
 
Early estimates indicate it will raise approximately $140 million from about 11,000 tax payers.   The
Department of Finance and Administrative Services (FAS), which collects city taxes, will be
responsible for administration, and developing more detailed rules for implementation. FAS
administers taxes for over 50,000 businesses, and is bound by the strict confidentiality requirements
included in the legislation.  Administrative costs are estimated at $5-6 million annually, with one
time IT costs at $10-13 million.
 
WHAT ABOUT THE LEGAL CHALLENGE?
There has been public discussion of potential legal challenges.  The final ordinance, as passed on
Monday, stuck to the commitment made in Resolution 31747, passed by the Council in May,
promising that legal viability would be the primary consideration in developing and constructing the
legislation.  Recently former Washington State Justice Phil Talmadge, said to King-5 News, referring
to a 5-4 case in 1935 and other old cases, “I thought those older cases should no longer be viable.”
He went on to say that the current justices must decide whether the principle upheld in those cases
“is somehow now actually harmful and contrary to law and therefore something that it should
abandon.”  This was a position he took himself in a dissenting vote on the State Supreme Court.
 
WON’T THE WEALTHY MOVE OUT OF SEATTLE?
A 13-year tracking study released last year by researchers from Stanford University and the US
Treasury Department studied whether income taxes on high incomes resulted in millionaires
moving. The study found that 2.4% of millionaires move each year, compared to 2.9% for the general
population, and 4.5% for those earning only $10,000. So, millionaires move less than others, even
with income taxes.  And remember, every state but seven have State income or investment taxes
and more than 4,000 jurisdictions have taxes on local income.   With Seattle paving the way, it’s
possible that other jurisdictions in Washington State may follow suit.
 
CITY SPENDING HAS GONE UP, WHY DOES SEATTLE NEED MORE TAX REVENUE?
As mentioned above, Washington has one of the most inadequate tax systems in the nation (Table
7). Between FY 1995 and FY 2014, our state and local effective tax rate fell from 11.4 percent (the
eleventh highest in the nation) to 9.4 percent (the thirty-sixth highest). No other state in the nation
experienced a greater decline over this period.  If the state and local effective tax rate had equaled
the 10.5 percent national norm in each year from FY 2005 to FY 2014, Washington state and local
governments would have collected an additional $23 billion in tax revenue (Table 8).

 

https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/f1040.pdf
http://seattle.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3032958&GUID=DD9A6439-2DB1-4665-92E9-1EE9ABDD31BE
http://www.king5.com/news/politics/former-wash-justice-weighs-in-on-seattle-income-tax-on-high-earners/456570272
https://web.stanford.edu/~cy10/public/Jun16ASRFeature.pdf


 



From: Herbold, Lisa
To: John Burbank
Cc: Aldrich, Newell
Subject: RE: Leading our city and state - Thank you!
Date: Friday, July 14, 2017 5:12:00 PM

Newell found some problems with your assumptions.  I’ll let him explain next week.

 

From: John Burbank [mailto:john@eoionline.org] 
Sent: Friday, July 14, 2017 5:08 PM
To: Herbold, Lisa <Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov>
Subject: RE: Leading our city and state - Thank you!
 

Did you send this out yet?

Actually, city spending from the general fund has gone down by $52 per person compared to 2010. 
See attached. 

 

It is great, in any case!

 

And you have been the most important leader in making this happen.

 

Have a good weekend.

 

John

 

 

 

From: Herbold, Lisa [mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov] 
Sent: Friday, July 14, 2017 4:29 PM
To: John Burbank <john@eoionline.org>
Subject: RE: Leading our city and state - Thank you!
 

The City Council has unanimously voted to begin addressing the regressive nature of our tax system,
and move toward tax fairness.  On Monday, July 10 the Council passed legislation that I co-
sponsored to establish a tax on high incomes. Thank you for writing me about this.

This vote occurred after a public hearing and discussion over four meetings in the Affordable
Housing, Neighborhoods and Finance Committee. 

This legislation is an important step for Seattle as well as Washington State.  In Seattle, we have an
increasing affordability gap between the have and have nots. The middle class is being squeezed as
well. And one of the reasons is our outdated, regressive and unfair tax structure.  In Washington

mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov
mailto:john@eoionline.org
mailto:Newell.Aldrich2@seattle.gov
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State, we have the most regressive tax structure in the nation. Local economist Dick Conway has
noted we finish last when you consider fairness, transparency, adequacy, stability, and economic
vitality.

The importance of lowering the property tax burden in Seattle was placed in stark relief by the state
legislature’s passage of a school funding measure that will increase property taxes by $460 for a
median home in Seattle. 63% of Seattle voters supported Initiative 1098 for a comparable state tax;
a KING 5/KUOW poll in June showed 66% support, with 23% opposed.
 
The Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy (ITEP) found in 2015  that state and local taxes paid by
the 20 percent of Washington families with the lowest incomes amounted to 16.8 percent of their
income. In contrast, the tax burden for the top one percent of families with the highest incomes was
2.4 percent of their income, less than ½ the 5.6  percent average of the  41  states with an income
tax. A similar dynamic exists for business taxes, with the smallest 20% of businesses paying 4.8%, and
the top 1% paying 0.7% in taxes. That’s why I supported an amendment to include potential
reduction of the B&O tax for smaller businesses.
 
The Washington State Republican party recently sent out a document full of half-truths and scare
tactics, while encouraging Seattle residents to break the law by not paying the tax.  Here is my
response.

WHO IS TAXED?
The legislation would establish a tax of 2.25% on only the income of Seattle residents over $250,000
for single filers, or income above $500,000 for married couples filing jointly. So for a single filer with
income of $300,000, only the $50,000 over $250,000 would be taxed, for a total of $1125, or 0.038
percent of their total income.

Some suggested that instead of taxing Seattle residents we tax income earned in Seattle. This
approach would create be significantly more complicated to administer, would require businesses to
withhold income, and cost much more to implement. That seemed neither feasible nor desirable.

The Council received late-breaking concerns about the impact of legislation on LLCs, S-Corporations,
and Sole-Proprietorships; here’s a link to a document that addresses concern regarding business
income.  In short, the tax will not be levied against business revenues that are used to offset
business expenses or losses.

Further, local income taxes are deductible from federal income taxes, provided you do not deduct
sales tax.
 
WHAT WILL THE INCOME TAX REVENUE FUND?
The legislation restricts the tax revenue used to: (1) lowering the property tax burden and the
impact of other regressive taxes, including the business and occupation tax; (2) replacing funding
lost through federal cuts or responding to changes in federal policy; (3) providing services, including
housing, education, and transit; (4) creating green jobs and meeting carbon reduction goals; and (5)
and implementing the tax.
 
HOW WILL THE TAX BE ADMINISTERED?
Only residents with qualifying incomes will need to file with the City.  The legislation was designed to
minimize the cost of implementation and reporting requirements. Residents with qualifying incomes
will file their income as listed on line 22 on IRS form 1040.
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The tax will go into effect on January 1, 2018 with reporting due by April 15, 2019. Extensions for
filing granted by the IRS will automatically apply.
 
Early estimates indicate it will raise approximately $140 million from about 11,000 tax payers.   The
Department of Finance and Administrative Services (FAS), which collects city taxes, will be
responsible for administration, and developing more detailed rules for implementation. FAS
administers taxes for over 50,000 businesses, and is bound by the strict confidentiality requirements
included in the legislation.  Administrative costs are estimated at $5-6 million annually, with one
time IT costs at $10-13 million.
 
WHAT ABOUT THE LEGAL CHALLENGE?
There has been public discussion of potential legal challenges.  The final ordinance, as passed on
Monday, stuck to the commitment made in Resolution 31747, passed by the Council in May,
promising that legal viability would be the primary consideration in developing and constructing the
legislation.  Recently former Washington State Justice Phil Talmadge, said to King-5 News, referring
to a 5-4 case in 1935 and other old cases, “I thought those older cases should no longer be viable.”
He went on to say that the current justices must decide whether the principle upheld in those cases
“is somehow now actually harmful and contrary to law and therefore something that it should
abandon.”  This was a position he took himself in a dissenting vote on the State Supreme Court.
 
WON’T THE WEALTHY MOVE OUT OF SEATTLE?
A 13-year tracking study released last year by researchers from Stanford University and the US
Treasury Department studied whether income taxes on high incomes resulted in millionaires
moving. The study found that 2.4% of millionaires move each year, compared to 2.9% for the general
population, and 4.5% for those earning only $10,000. So, millionaires move less than others, even
with income taxes.  And remember, every state but seven have State income or investment taxes
and more than 4,000 jurisdictions have taxes on local income.   With Seattle paving the way, it’s
possible that other jurisdictions in Washington State may follow suit.
 
CITY SPENDING HAS GONE UP, WHY DOES SEATTLE NEED MORE TAX REVENUE?
As mentioned above, Washington has one of the most inadequate tax systems in the nation (Table
7). Between FY 1995 and FY 2014, our state and local effective tax rate fell from 11.4 percent (the
eleventh highest in the nation) to 9.4 percent (the thirty-sixth highest). No other state in the nation
experienced a greater decline over this period.  If the state and local effective tax rate had equaled
the 10.5 percent national norm in each year from FY 2005 to FY 2014, Washington state and local
governments would have collected an additional $23 billion in tax revenue (Table 8).
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From: John Burbank
To: Herbold, Lisa
Subject: RE: Leading our city and state - Thank you!
Date: Friday, July 14, 2017 5:07:44 PM
Attachments: GF revenue per capita from Budget Department.xlsx

Seattle General Fund Expenditures and population growth over time.xlsx

Did you send this out yet?

Actually, city spending from the general fund has gone down by $52 per person compared to 2010. 
See attached. 

 

It is great, in any case!

 

And you have been the most important leader in making this happen.

 

Have a good weekend.

 

John

 

 

 

From: Herbold, Lisa [mailto:Lisa.Herbold@seattle.gov] 
Sent: Friday, July 14, 2017 4:29 PM
To: John Burbank <john@eoionline.org>
Subject: RE: Leading our city and state - Thank you!
 

The City Council has unanimously voted to begin addressing the regressive nature of our tax system,
and move toward tax fairness.  On Monday, July 10 the Council passed legislation that I co-
sponsored to establish a tax on high incomes. Thank you for writing me about this.

This vote occurred after a public hearing and discussion over four meetings in the Affordable
Housing, Neighborhoods and Finance Committee. 

This legislation is an important step for Seattle as well as Washington State.  In Seattle, we have an
increasing affordability gap between the have and have nots. The middle class is being squeezed as
well. And one of the reasons is our outdated, regressive and unfair tax structure.  In Washington
State, we have the most regressive tax structure in the nation. Local economist Dick Conway has
noted we finish last when you consider fairness, transparency, adequacy, stability, and economic
vitality.

The importance of lowering the property tax burden in Seattle was placed in stark relief by the state
legislature’s passage of a school funding measure that will increase property taxes by $460 for a
median home in Seattle. 63% of Seattle voters supported Initiative 1098 for a comparable state tax;
a KING 5/KUOW poll in June showed 66% support, with 23% opposed.
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GF per capit

																-4.1%

				1. Compute first for total GF tax revenue

						2005		2006		2007		2008		2009		2010		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016F		2007-16 Change

				GF tax revenue

Kirn, Tom: Kirn, Tom:
2005-14 data from "Revenue Tables for Adopted 2016 Budget.xlsx.  It's in econ\forecast\15work\November\write-up

2015 and 2016 data from "August2016_ForecastComparison.xlsx."   Sheet = "Budget Pivot."  
It's in econ\forecast\16work\August		635,030,559		683,823,352		731,281,522		748,092,704		734,201,481		737,621,704		761,040,491		796,256,278		818,165,450		872,914,533		916,827,487

Kirn, Tom: Kirn, Tom:
2015 and 2016 data from "August2016_ForecastComparison.xlsx."   Sheet = "Budget Pivot."  
It's in econ\forecast\16work\August		

Kirn, Tom: Kirn, Tom:
2005-14 data from "Revenue Tables for Adopted 2016 Budget.xlsx.  It's in econ\forecast\15work\November\write-up

2015 and 2016 data from "August2016_ForecastComparison.xlsx."   Sheet = "Budget Pivot."  
It's in econ\forecast\16work\August																								967,412,151

				Seattle CPI-U		2.001		2.076		2.155		2.248		2.261		2.268		2.327		2.386		2.416		2.459		2.493		2.531				17.4%

				Seattle population		572,587		577,921		585,436		591,870		598,539		608,660		612,100		616,500		626,600		640,500		662,400		686,800		101,364		17.3%

				Real GF tax rev ($2016)

Kirn, Tom: Kirn, Tom:
In 2016 dollars		803,402,143		833,518,134		858,823,985		842,090,483		821,839,116		823,200,930		827,613,651		844,651,482		857,070,660		898,496,944		930,629,769		967,412,151		108,588,166		12.6%

				Real GF tax rev/pop ($2016)

Kirn, Tom: Kirn, Tom:
In 2016 dollars		1,403		1,442		1,467		1,423		1,373		1,352		1,352		1,370		1,368		1,403		1,405		1,409		-58		-4.0%



				Annual growth rate

				GF tax revenue				7.7%		6.9%		2.3%		-1.9%		0.5%		3.2%		4.6%		2.8%		6.7%		5.0%		5.5%

				Seattle CPI-U				3.8%		3.8%		4.3%		0.6%		0.3%		2.6%		2.5%		1.3%		1.8%		1.4%		1.5%

				Real GF tax revenue				3.7%		3.0%		-1.9%		-2.4%		0.2%		0.5%		2.1%		1.5%		4.8%		3.6%		4.0%

				Seattle population				0.9%		1.3%		1.1%		1.1%		1.7%		0.6%		0.7%		1.6%		2.2%		3.4%		3.7%

				CPI-U + Pop				4.7%		5.1%		5.4%		1.7%		2.0%		3.2%		3.2%		2.9%		4.0%		4.8%		5.2%

				GF - (CPI-U +Pop)				3.0%		1.9%		-3.1%		-3.5%		-1.5%		-0.0%		1.4%		-0.1%		2.7%		0.2%		0.3%

				2. Compute for total GF revenue



						2005		2006		2007		2008		2009		2010		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016F

				Total GF revenue		756,720,189		804,172,525		872,796,319		883,183,449		893,111,164		915,543,652		926,373,601		964,307,237		994,203,350		1,044,472,601		1,086,250,441		1,128,032,025

				Seattle CPI-U		2.001		2.076		2.155		2.248		2.261		2.268		2.327		2.386		2.416		2.459		2.493		2.531

				Seattle population		572,587		577,921		585,436		591,870		598,539		608,660		612,100		616,500		626,600		640,500		662,400		686,800

				Real GF rev ($2016)

Kirn, Tom: Kirn, Tom:
In 2016 dollars		957,356,480		980,212,770		1,025,020,311		994,155,367		999,716,983		1,021,765,468		1,007,409,523		1,022,916,314		1,041,479,472		1,075,082,846		1,102,603,283		1,128,032,025

				Real GF rev / pop ($2016)		1,672		1,696		1,751		1,680		1,670		1,679		1,646		1,659		1,662		1,679		1,665		1,642

				AARG

				Total GF revenue				6.3%		8.5%		1.2%		1.1%		2.5%		1.2%		4.1%		3.1%		5.1%		4.0%		3.8%

				Seattle CPI-U				3.8%		3.8%		4.3%		0.6%		0.3%		2.6%		2.5%		1.3%		1.8%		1.4%		1.5%

				Seattle population				0.9%		1.3%		1.1%		1.1%		1.7%		0.6%		0.7%		1.6%		2.2%		3.4%		3.7%

				CPI-U + Pop				4.7%		5.1%		5.4%		1.7%		2.0%		3.2%		3.2%		2.9%		4.0%		4.8%		5.2%

				GF - (CPI-U +Pop)				1.5%		3.4%		-4.2%		-0.6%		0.5%		-2.0%		0.9%		0.2%		1.1%		-0.8%		-1.3%



Real General Subfund Tax Revenue

 in 2016 dollars



2005	2006	2007	2008	2009	2010	2011	2012	2013	2014	2015	2016F	803402142.53841615	833518133.83995402	858823985.43981504	842090482.63607216	821839116.46618736	8232009	30.34403706	827613650.99480999	844651482.30027986	857070660.42297709	898496944.04747832	930629769.28073978	967412151	





Real General Subfund Tax Revenue Per Capita

in 2016 dollars



2005	2006	2007	2008	2009	2010	2011	2012	2013	2014	2015	2016F	1403.1092961216657	1442.2700227885023	1466.9818484681759	1422.7625705578457	1373.0752991303614	1352.4807451517054	1352.0889576781735	1370.0753970807459	1367.8114593408507	1402.8055332513322	1404.9362458948367	1408.5791365754224	








Sheet1

		Year		General fund budget		Population

		2010		$   903,000,000		608,660				http://www.seattle.gov/financedepartment/documents/MidyearReductionUpdate-6-14-10FINAL_000.pdf;  http://www.seattle.gov/dpd/cityplanning/populationdemographics/decennialcensus/2010/default.htm

		2010 Inflation adjusted to 2016		$   987,300,336

		2016		$   1,106,092,000		704,352				http://www.seattle.gov/financedepartment/17adoptedbudget/documents/summarychartstables.pdf;  http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/data/seattle-once-again-nations-fastest-growing-big-city-population-exceeds-700000/

		Change, 2010-2016		$   118,791,664		95,692

		% change, 2010-2016		12.03%		15.72%

		general fund per resident 2010		$   1,622.09

		general fund per resident 2016		$   1,570.37

		increase in annual spending per resident		$   (51.72)

		2015		$   1,048,792,000		684,451				http://murray.seattle.gov/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/budget-highlights-9-22-final-v4.pdf; http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/data/us-census-seattle-now-fourth-among-50-biggest-us-cities/

		2016		$   1,106,092,000		704,352				http://www.seattle.gov/financedepartment/17adoptedbudget/documents/summarychartstables.pdf;  http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/data/seattle-once-again-nations-fastest-growing-big-city-population-exceeds-700000/

		Change, 2015-2016		$   57,300,000		19,901

		% change, 2015-2016		5.46%		2.91%

										https://openbudget.seattle.gov/#!/year/2017/operating/0/service?vis=lineChart







 
The Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy (ITEP) found in 2015  that state and local taxes paid by
the 20 percent of Washington families with the lowest incomes amounted to 16.8 percent of their
income. In contrast, the tax burden for the top one percent of families with the highest incomes was
2.4 percent of their income, less than ½ the 5.6  percent average of the  41  states with an income
tax. A similar dynamic exists for business taxes, with the smallest 20% of businesses paying 4.8%, and
the top 1% paying 0.7% in taxes. That’s why I supported an amendment to include potential
reduction of the B&O tax for smaller businesses.
 
The Washington State Republican party recently sent out a document full of half-truths and scare
tactics, while encouraging Seattle residents to break the law by not paying the tax.  Here is my
response.

WHO IS TAXED?
The legislation would establish a tax of 2.25% on only the income of Seattle residents over $250,000
for single filers, or income above $500,000 for married couples filing jointly. So for a single filer with
income of $300,000, only the $50,000 over $250,000 would be taxed, for a total of $1125, or 0.038
percent of their total income.

Some suggested that instead of taxing Seattle residents we tax income earned in Seattle. This
approach would create be significantly more complicated to administer, would require businesses to
withhold income, and cost much more to implement. That seemed neither feasible nor desirable.

The Council received late-breaking concerns about the impact of legislation on LLCs, S-Corporations,
and Sole-Proprietorships; here’s a link to a document that addresses concern regarding business
income.  In short, the tax will not be levied against business revenues that are used to offset
business expenses or losses.

Further, local income taxes are deductible from federal income taxes, provided you do not deduct
sales tax.
 
WHAT WILL THE INCOME TAX REVENUE FUND?
The legislation restricts the tax revenue used to: (1) lowering the property tax burden and the
impact of other regressive taxes, including the business and occupation tax; (2) replacing funding
lost through federal cuts or responding to changes in federal policy; (3) providing services, including
housing, education, and transit; (4) creating green jobs and meeting carbon reduction goals; and (5)
and implementing the tax.
 
HOW WILL THE TAX BE ADMINISTERED?
Only residents with qualifying incomes will need to file with the City.  The legislation was designed to
minimize the cost of implementation and reporting requirements. Residents with qualifying incomes
will file their income as listed on line 22 on IRS form 1040.
 
The tax will go into effect on January 1, 2018 with reporting due by April 15, 2019. Extensions for
filing granted by the IRS will automatically apply.
 
Early estimates indicate it will raise approximately $140 million from about 11,000 tax payers.   The
Department of Finance and Administrative Services (FAS), which collects city taxes, will be
responsible for administration, and developing more detailed rules for implementation. FAS
administers taxes for over 50,000 businesses, and is bound by the strict confidentiality requirements
included in the legislation.  Administrative costs are estimated at $5-6 million annually, with one
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time IT costs at $10-13 million.
 
WHAT ABOUT THE LEGAL CHALLENGE?
There has been public discussion of potential legal challenges.  The final ordinance, as passed on
Monday, stuck to the commitment made in Resolution 31747, passed by the Council in May,
promising that legal viability would be the primary consideration in developing and constructing the
legislation.  Recently former Washington State Justice Phil Talmadge, said to King-5 News, referring
to a 5-4 case in 1935 and other old cases, “I thought those older cases should no longer be viable.”
He went on to say that the current justices must decide whether the principle upheld in those cases
“is somehow now actually harmful and contrary to law and therefore something that it should
abandon.”  This was a position he took himself in a dissenting vote on the State Supreme Court.
 
WON’T THE WEALTHY MOVE OUT OF SEATTLE?
A 13-year tracking study released last year by researchers from Stanford University and the US
Treasury Department studied whether income taxes on high incomes resulted in millionaires
moving. The study found that 2.4% of millionaires move each year, compared to 2.9% for the general
population, and 4.5% for those earning only $10,000. So, millionaires move less than others, even
with income taxes.  And remember, every state but seven have State income or investment taxes
and more than 4,000 jurisdictions have taxes on local income.   With Seattle paving the way, it’s
possible that other jurisdictions in Washington State may follow suit.
 
CITY SPENDING HAS GONE UP, WHY DOES SEATTLE NEED MORE TAX REVENUE?
As mentioned above, Washington has one of the most inadequate tax systems in the nation (Table
7). Between FY 1995 and FY 2014, our state and local effective tax rate fell from 11.4 percent (the
eleventh highest in the nation) to 9.4 percent (the thirty-sixth highest). No other state in the nation
experienced a greater decline over this period.  If the state and local effective tax rate had equaled
the 10.5 percent national norm in each year from FY 2005 to FY 2014, Washington state and local
governments would have collected an additional $23 billion in tax revenue (Table 8).
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